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ROBUST CONTROL FOR FOUR-WHEEL STEERING CARS

Juergen Ackermann
DLR - Institute for Robotics &c System Dynamics
Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany

Conventional car steering involves feedback only via the driver commands at the steering

wheel. Due to the reaction delay time of the driver and uncertain operating conditions

(velocity, mass, tire-road contact) control is inaccurate or even dangerous if unexpected

yaw motions are excited by sidewind or braking on ice. A significant improvement in

safety can be achieved by robust automatic feedback control with the steering wheel

command as a reference input. Available actuators of such control systems are active

front-wheel steering (as used for automatic steering), active rear-wheel steering (as used

in four-wheel steering cars). Also sensors for states of the steering dynamics and for the

uncertain velocity are getting cheap enough for the use in cars.

Three robust feedback loops are designed in this paper for a simplified model of car

steering dynamics:

1. A generic control law for yaw rate feedback to front wheel steering decouples robustly

the lateral motion of the front axle from the yaw dynamics. Interestingly this robust

decoupling property holds for arbitrary nonlinear tire characteristics.

2. A control law for yaw rate feedback to rear wheel steering yields velocity-independent

eigenvalues of the yaw subsystem. A controller parameter admits tuning of the yaw

damping.

3. A control law for lateral acceleration feedback to front wheel steering yields a velocity-

independent steering transfer function. A controller parameter admits tuning of the time

constant of the steering transfer function.

The control laws 2 and 3 are gain-scheduled by the velocity.



AN OBSERVER-BASED CONTROLLER AND
RELATED TOPICS IN ROBOT CONTROL

Am it Ailon
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
Beer-Sheva, Israel

In virtually all present day robotic applications, the design approach in essential tasks

such as set-point regulation and trajectory tracking, is based on controllers which utilize

measurements of both position and velocity state variables. While high precision mea-

surements of the joint displacements are available in robot manipulators, the velocity

measurements are contaminated by noise. Therefore the observer-based controller is

essential for improving the robot control and performance.

To this end we shall consider in the first part of the presentation some results which are

associated with the approach established in [1] through which we obtain an observer-

based controller for set-point regulation of flexible joints robots. Thus, we consider an n-

degree-of-freedorn robot and assume the flexibility of the joint is associated with a linear

torsional spring, with spring constant ki, i — 1,2,... n. Using Lagrange formulation a

fairly reasonable model is given by [2]:

J D(Qi)q\ + C{q\,q'\)q\ + g(q\) = K(q2 - qi)

\ Jq2 + K(q2 -qi) = u.

In (1) q\, #2 £ &n represent respectively the link angles and the shaft from the motor

side angles. The robot inertia matrix is D(q\) = D{q\) > 0 , {D(q\) is positive definite

for all qi), .7 > 0 is a diagonal matrix of actuators inertia, C{q\,q\)q'i represents the

Coriolis and centrifugal forces, g{q\) represents the gravitational terms, A" > 0 is a

diagonal matrix containing the joint stiffness coefficients and « £ F represents the

applied torques.

Following previous considerations, the motivation is to construct an observer-based

controller which utilizes only position measurements. The resulting model and its main

features will be discussed. In particular it will be demonstrated that the controller

is linear, the resulting closed-loop system is globally asymptotically stable, and that it

utilizes only measurements of the motor position (rather than the links position) i.e.,

the only necessary system output is y = q2. Moreover, it will be shown that if in (1) the

desired position target (that is, the final robot position) is q\$, and the vector g(q\d)

is known, the set-point tracking problem (the problem of tracking a constant, or step



reference command qid) can be accomplished just by generating an output y = qi- This

result implies that exact knowledge of all the physical parameters in (1) is irrelevant

and thus not necessary as far as the controller's design is concerned. After the controller

structures have been determined, the main result is obtained by denning a Lyapunov

function candidate and invoking LaSalle's invariant theorem.

Based on the results considered in the previous part, the rest of the presentation will

be devoted to some topics related to the control problem of holonomically constrained

(rigid) robots. Following [3] and [4], a relevant singular system model of a constrained

robot will be demonstrated. Then, the problem of (local) regulation of the generalized

state variables (i.e., the position, velocity and contact force) about a nominal operating

point, will be considered.
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ON THE DIFFERENTIAL STRUCTURE OF MATRIX-
VALUED RATIONAL INNER FUNCTIONS

Daniel Alpay
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
Beer-Sheva, Israel

In this talk we report on joint work with L. Baratchart and A. Gombani. We study
the differential structure of p x p-valued rational functions which are analytic in the
open unit disk and take unitary values on the unit circle. We prove that the collection
of such functions of given degree is an imbedded submanifold of the Hardy space, and
provide explicit parametrizations of it. A main tool is the tangential version of the
Schur algorithm, which allows to characterize a matrix valued function analytic and
contractive in the unit disk by a sequence of vectors of norm less than one.

The motivation for this study arises from the following minimization problem; to obtain
the best L-2 approximant of given degree of a matrix-valued transfer function.



A FREQUENCY DOMAIN THEORY FOR SAMPLED-DATA
CONTROL SYSTEMS - BASIC RESULTS AND THE floo PROBLEM

M. Araki, Y. Itoh and T. Hagiwara
Kyoto University
Kyoto, Japan

In this talk, we develop a frequency-domain theory which can deal with sampled-data

control systems including their intersample behaviours. In developing such a theory, the

difficulty exists in the fact that a single sinusoidal input exp(j<j>t) excites infinitely many

sinusoidal components exp[j{<j> + nws)t\; n = 0, ±1 , • • • in the intersample responses,

where <j> 1S the frequency of the input and ws is the sampling frequency defined as

ws = 2K/T for the sampling period T.

We solve the above difficulty by considering the signal set A'̂  that consists of the signals

which have finite power and which are composed of sinusoidal components exp[j(<j> +

nws)t] : m = 0, ±1 , • • • ; i.e.

^V = M O ; x(t) = Sx m exp[j(<j) + mws)t\,Y,\xm\2 < oo}.

Then, we can prove that, when we add a signal x(t) of X^ to a stable sampled-data

control system S with a strictly proper prefilter before the sampler, the continuous-

time response y(t) of S belongs to XQ. Therefore, we can associate an operator from

X^(= £2) to X^ with the system S. We define that operator as the FR operator Q((f>)

of the system S.

In the talk, we clarify various properties of the FR operator. Among them, the next is

the most important. Namely, a stable sampled-data control system S can be regarded

as an operator from L2 to L2 provided that a strictly proper filter is placed before the

sampler. We show that the norm of S as an operator from £2 *° -̂ 2 is given in terms

of its FR operator as

\\S\\L,/L,= "max \\Q(j4>)\\l2/i2 •
-wa/2<<f>Sws/2

The above formula is the sampled-data version of the continuous-time case where the

operator norm (from L2 to L2) of a stable system is given as the supremum of its

frequency transfer function. Based on the above property, we first give a method to

evaluate the control performance of a sampled-data feed-back system. Namely, we

define the sensitivity FR-operator S_{j(j>) and the complementary sensitivity operator



T(j<f>), show that the disturbance rejection ability and the sensitivity against the plant

variation can be evaluated by \\S(j(f>)\\i2/i2, and derive that

11*0"*) • T(j<j>)\\i3jta
 < l ~ 2Ws < ^~2Ws

is the sufficient, and necessary condition for robust stability against the plant variation

of the form P(s) + 6(s)A(s) (\\6(jw)\\ < 1). We also show the relation

Lastly, we define the i7oo~problem of sampled-data control system in the frequency

domain and give a method to solve it.



ADAPTIVE MIN-MAX CONTROLLER FOR ROBOT ARMS
SUBJECT TO TIME-VARYING MODEL UNCERTAINTIES

Monique Attal, Amit Gil, Shaul Gutman, Moshe Shoham
Technion — Israel Institute of Technology
Haifa, Israel

A manipulator may be represented by a system of nonlinear coupled second order dif-

ferential equations. The physical parameters of the model are often not exactly known:

For example, the robot may have, during the task, to lift up an unknown time-varying

load. However, independently, the robot is required to keep good tracking along a path.

Generally, the controllers existing for robotics systems are based on the following dy-

namic equations:

H(q)q + C{q,q)q + g{q) = u (1)

where the first term includes the inertia terms, the second one the Coriolis and cen-

trifugal terms, and the third one the gravitational terms, u is the input torque at the

joints. Therefore, it cannot apply to systems with mass change.

In this research, the equations of motion were extended such that it includes now the

case of mass change. The development of these equations is based on the derivation of

the function energy L — K — P (where K and P are respectively the kinetic energy and

the potential energy of the system), and the relative change of L during mass change

is neglected. Such an assumption is generally made for dynamical systems with mass

change, when the neglected expressions are of the second order.

With such approach, the following set of equations is obtained:

H(q, m)q + C{q, q, m)q + M(q, q, m, rn)q + g(q, m) - u (2)

where the new term M(q,q',m,m)q includes the mass change of the system.

One of the approaches to robot control is the Min-Max approach. It is based on the sec-

ond theorem of Lyapunov on asymptotic stability of dynamical systems. This method

requires only knowledge of the boundaries for the unknown parameters of the system.

Hence, it may be easily applied for manipulators with uncertainties and gives good

performances. However, the structure of the controller leads to chattering of the input

torques, and the intensity torque is generally high because of the boundaries taken.

Another approach for robot control is adaptive control. In this case, no previous knowl-

edge on the physical parameters is needed, because they are estimated within the control



loop. However, this type of controller generally requires large amount of computation,

which slows the computation rate and leads to lower performances than the ones ex-

pected. Moreover, adaptive controllers are generally based on the structure of equation

(1) and therefore do not take in account problems of mass change. In addition, if the

structure of the equations is not known, such an algorithm cannot be applied.

The controller proposed here is a synthesis of the two above methods. To explain the

motivation of such a choice, we first recall the general structure of a Min-Max controller:

s
U = -pu IMI

where s is the switching surface. The common switching surface proposed in a previous

research, is here extended such that it includes terms of integration of the tracking

error, which improves the performance and reduces chattering. pu is the intensity

torque. In the general Min-Max approach, its value is obtained from the boundaries

of the dynamical parameters of the system. In the proposed approach, the intensity

torque is computed using an adaptive algorithm, where the estimated parameters are

not necessarily the physical parameters. This method does not require parameters

boundaries and therefore gives an intensity torque lower than for the usual method.

Moreover, no previous knowledge on the dynamic equations is needed.

This controller was checked by experiments on a planar two degrees-of-freedom hori-

zontal manipulator of the SCARA type, and the performances compared with several

other robotic controllers (PD, Inverse dynamics, Adaptive control, Neural Network). It

is found that the Min-Max controller gives the best performances along with the Neural

Network. It is however interesting to note that the Neural Network must "learn" the

task required, whereas the Min-Max controller needs no previous information. The same

controllers were compared when the manipulator is subject to an external disturbance,

and show the robustness of the Min-Max controller.

The performances of the proposed controller for a system including mass change are

checked by simulation, the tracking error obtained remains small under mass change,

while performing a task requiring tracking of position, velocity and acceleration.

In this research, the asymptotic stability of a robotic system is proved for the most

general case of parameters uncertainties and parameter change. The proposed controller

does not require previous knowledge of the manipulator. It is chocked by simulations

as well as by experiments, and allows to keep a very low tracking error, for different

trajectories, and different mass changes.



CONTROLLING CHAOS IN HIGH DIMENSIONAL
AND SPATIALLY EXTENDED SYSTEMS

Ditza Auerbach, Celso Grebogi, Edward Ott and James. A. Yorke
University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland, U.S.A.

We present a new technique which can be used to control a nonlinear system exhibiting

a low dimensional chaotic attractor. This procedure involves performing only minute

perturbations in an accessible parameter and results in the stabilization of a previously

unstable periodic orbit. Typically, the set of unstable periodic orbits is dense on a

chaotic attractor, and we show how any one of these cycles can be stabilized by making

appropriate slight time dependent perturbations in the external operating conditions of

the system, using a feedback control. The actual control law is deduced directly from

a scalar time series measurement, without assuming any knowledge of the underlying

dynamical equations of motion or a model for them. Using this method, A system

of an arbitrarily large number of degrees of freedom can be controlled, provided the

uncontrolled dynamics are governed by a low dimensional chaotic attracting set.

The control procedure is based on extracting a local model for the scalar measurement

in the vicinity of the particular unstable orbit one chooses to stabilize. In the case of a

discrete time system possessing an unstable fied point with a one-dimensional unstable

manifold, a generic measurement X{ in the vicinity of the fixed point (x = xr) can be

modeled according to

Sxi+l = A^Sxi + A^Spi + AWfipi-i + ••• + AWSpi^i + R(k) (1)

where Sx{ = x?- — Xf,6pi denotes the perturbation in an accessible parameter at time i,

and RS ' denotes the remainder due to either the finite dimensional nature of the model

or the neglect of nonlinear terms. Note, that the above equation holds irrespective of

the phase space dimension. The determination of the leading A^ coefficients directly

from the time series data is outlined. Using the above model, it is shown that for

sufficiently large k in Eq. (1), the feedback control procedure we formulate stabilizes

the measurement at x — xf. The performance of the control as a function of increased

truncation order k is analyzed.

The model of Eq. (1) is then generalized to include the stabilization of higher order

periodic orbits and also to orbits possessing more than one unstable direction. The

control is robust in the presence of small measurement errors or small disturbances to



the dynamics. We present some numerical tests of the control procedure, by applying it

to a numerically generated time series of a kicked damped double pendulum that exhibits

chaos. The eqxiations of motion are used only as a tool to generate an "experimental"

time series. Applications of these ideas to the control of real physical systems are

presently under investigation by several groups.

The above procedure is only successful in cases for which the eventual uncontrolled

chaotic dynamics is low-dimensional. We next address the problem of controlling a

spatially extended system composed of chaotic elements. Once these are coupled, such

systems typically exhibit complex evolving spatial patterns, a phenomenon commonly

referred to as spatio-temporal chaos. We formulate a procedure in which a small feed-

back perturbation applied to several elements in the array, is sufficient in order to

synchronize the entire array to undergo a prescribed periodic motion. We show how

the number of elements to which the perturbations must be applied is related to both

the local Lyapunov exponents of the uncontrolled array and the noise present. Our

results are verified numerically on a one-dimensional chain of nearest neighbour coupled

maps. Generalizations to more realistic situations of coupled continuous time, chaotic

oscillators are also discussed.
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SOME CONTROL PROBLEMS MODELING THE OPTIMAL
SCHEDUi ,ING OF QUEUEING NETWORKS

Florin Avram Dimitris Bertsimas
Northeastern University and M.I.T.
Boston, U.S.A. Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.

Despite the fact that the scheduling of queueing networks is a control problem, the

main tool in this field is simulation, due to the complexity of the problems. We consider

some "caricatures" of the real problems (fluid and diffusion models ), which have the

advantage of being simple enough to yield explicit solutions, while retaining qualitatively

the behaviour of the initial systems.
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FEEDBACK STABILIZATION OF PERIODIC SOLUTIONS

Andrea Bacciotti
Dipartimento di Matematica del Politecnico
Torino, Italy

Many classical problems in the theory of nonlinear ordinary differential equations deal
with critical elements, that is equilibrium positions or cycles.

On the contrary, in the modern theory of nonlinear control systems, problems are more

frequently formulated with respect to the equilibrium positions, so that cycles and pe-

riodic solutions seem to have a less important role to play. A similar remark can be

done about the usual assumption of the system equations being time-invariant. As a

typical example, we recall the nonlinear stabilizability problem, which has been deeply

investigated in the last two decades, but only with respect to equilibrium positions and

time-invariant systems. The aim of this talk is to focus the attention on the local feed-

back stabilizability problem for periodic solutions of time-dependent and time-invariant

control systems. We propose the following formulation. Given a control system

x = f(t,xtu), x£Rn, ueRm (1)

and a nontrivial regular periodic curve x — p(t), find a map

(t,x)~u(t,x) (2)

such that x = p(i) is an asymptotically stable equilibrium solution for the closed-loop

system

x = f(t,x,u{t,x)) . (3)

As in the case of equilibrium positions, the nature of the problem depends on the

regularity of u. Moreover, when (1) is periodic or time-invariant, it is natural to seek

the map u with the same properties. Finally, in the time-invariant case, the weaker

notion of orbital asymptotic stabilization must be introduced.

From the local point of view, it is natural to start our investigation by a linearization

method. This leads to seek control laws of the form

u(t,x) = F(t)(x-p(t)) (4)

12



where F(t) is a periodic matrix such that the zero solution of the periodic (variational)
equation

y = [A(t) + B(t)F(t))y (5)

is asymptotically stable (here, A(t) and B(t) are the jacobian matrix of / with respect
to x and u evaluated along pit); see [1]). Note that this approach gives rise to a time-
dependent feedback even if (1) is time-invariant.

For the two-dimensional case, the linearization procedure can be made more precise.
We will present some results about the existence of time-invariant stabilizing feedback
for planar affine single-input time-invariant systems (see again [1]).

We believe that many methods developed for the stabilization of equilibrium solutions
can be extended to our case. As an example, we will present some results based on the
so-called Jurdjevic-Quinn method (see [2]).
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THE SERVO PROBLEM IN SYSTEMS
AFFECTED BY NONLINEAR FRICTION

Claudio G. Baril and Per Olof Gutman
Technion - Israel Institute of Technology
Haifa, Israel

In this work a solution for the position servo problem of mechanical systems affected by

nonlinear friction will be proposed.

Nonlinear friction is one of the main causes of inaccuracies in precision servo systems.

It is known that the friction may be the cause of low frequency limit cycles around

the equilibrium point if the controller contains a pure integrator, and this is often

unacceptable. A common practice to avoid this behavior is to open the pure integrators

of the controller when the position error falls in a narrow band around zero. This

practice avoids the occurrence of limit cycle, but zero error cannot be achieved.

Most of the controllers we find in the literature to deal with nonlinear friction are based

on simplified friction models which make the mathematical analysis possible, but on

the other hand these simplified models cannot always explain the occurrence of low

frequency limit cycles.

We present in this work two control techniques able to deal with the stick-slip problem.

Low frequency limit cycles are avoided and zero steady state error is achieved. The

nonlinear complexity of the friction model and of the controller make the system analysis

very difficult, but experimental results show the effectiveness of the control algorithms.

For both control algorithms we assume that the exact structure and/or parameter values

of the real nonlinear friction are unknown.
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CONSIDER-FILTER REVISITED FOR RECURSIVE
ATTITUDE DETERMINATION

I.Y. Bar-Itzhack and J. Nathan
Technion — Israel Institute of Technology
Haifa, Israel

Consider the following time varying discrete linear system

3Lk+\ = *fc£fc + Uk + h + wk

where u^ is a deterministic input vector, u^. is a white (dynamics) noise vector and bk

is a Markov signal. Associated with this dynamic system is the following measurement

equation

V_k = Hkxk + p^ + vk

where y, is the vector of measurements, uj. is a white (measurement) noise vector and

p. is a Markov signal.

It is desired to design an unbiased minimum variance estimator of tfj.. Traditionally we

attack this problem by state augmentation followed by the application of a Kalman filter

(KF) to the resultant system; that is, we combine xj. , b^ and p, into a single ''augmented

state vector". This yields a linear dynamics system driven by a deterministic input

vector and a completely white noise vector, and a measurement equation whose error

vector is purely white too.

Although state augmentation is an optimal solution to the presence of Gauss-Markov

components in the dynamics and measurement noise, it has two main disadvantages,

the first being the enlarged size of the state vector, and the second being the possible

addition of unobservable states to the state vector. Specifically, the increase in the

state vector, although sometimes a blessing in disguise (e.g. the added ability of sensor

calibration in inertial navigation systems), increases cubically the estimator computa-

tion load, and unobservable states may be added to the original state vector. The

latter yields an inaccurate, and sometimes unstable, estimate of the original state vec-

tor whereas the computation of an accurate estimate of this state is our primary goal.

The latter phenomenon occurs in attitude estimation which is based on vector measure-

ments. There, state augmentation adds to the original state vector, sensor states, some

of which are unobservable. Moreover, even if all the added states are observable, their

estimation dilutes the information which is obtained from the measurements. This is so
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because a given amount of information which was used before by the original states is

now distributed over more states such that the information available for each individual

state is smaller. This decreases the estimation accuracy of the original states.

We can overcome these shortcomings of the state increase in two different ways. The

first way is to drop the appropriate states in the added as well as in the original state

vectors and compensate for this drop by changing Q/g and/or R^ in the filter. We

call this filter "tuned reduced order Kalrnan filter" (TROKF). The second way is by

designing a Consider Filter (CF) rather than a full-order KF.

The design of a CF calls for the separation of the full-order state vector into "solved-

for" states (SFS) and "consider" states (CS). While the SFS stay in, and actually

constitute, the filter state vector, the CS influence the system estimate but are not

estimated themselves. They influence the estimate by influencing the filter gain.

In this work we present a novel development and an extended CF. We also examine the

advantages of applying the CF to recursive attitude determination, or the lack of them.

Accordingly, we consider a typical case of satellite attitude determination problem and

examine the advantages and disadvantages of the application of three filters; namely, a

full order KF (FOKF), a TROKF (a tuned reduced order KF), and a CF.
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AUTO TUNE PROCEDURE FOR
ELECTROMECHANICAL SYSTEMS

Nourit Barlev and Han Cohen
Servotech Control Technologies Ltd.
Rishon-le-Zion, Israel

The required performances from an electromechanical system are increased considerably

these last years. On the other hand, the mechanical, in many applications, is pushed to

be designed more lightly and thus more flexible to reduce the cost. In order to achieve

the specifications and compensate any excitation of the flexibilities, an "intelligence"

controller must be designed.

The specifications from the system can be resumed as the following mode of operation:

Tracking: minimum following error.

Point to point: minimum time and without overshoot at the arrival point.

Minimum ripple at constant velocity (in all the range).

Most of the problematic of the system can be resumed as follows:

Torque disturbances such as:

* Friction (viscosity, coulombic).

* Cross coupling.

* Unbalance.

* Cogging.

* Ripple torque (detent).

* External.

Backlash.

Flexibilities.

Uncertainties such as changes in the load moment of inertia.

Thus the controller must be designed on one hand to meet the requirements and on the

other hand, to reject the disturbances, to avoid excitation of the flexibilities, to keep

the same performances even when the system changes.
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All those requirements can be compromised or achieved if the knowledge of the system

is known.

Thus it is important to get, in an automatical way, the maximum information

about the system, including its model, in order to understand the limits of the

system and to design the best controller for the given system.

Thus the auto-tune procedure we propose has two main goals:

Characteristic of the overall electromechanical system and diagnostic.

Design the controller based on the model identified from the auto-tune procedure.

The procedure itself is the following, without any a priori knowledge of the system:

Step 1. Close an universal controller (low bandwidth on the system, even the

system presents strong offset and strong imbalance).

The auto-tune procedure assures that this adaptive controller is assured to be

stable in any case and on any electromechanical system including presence of

unbalance and offset.

Step 2. From the closed loop system, with the above controller, it is possible, by in-

jecting special trajectory, to identify the model of the open loop, assuming an

a priori structure of the electromechanical system (Ex.: one flexibility true in

80% of the cases).

Step 3. Physical parameters can be estimated, such as:

Bandwidth of the amplifier.

- Offset.

Coulombic friction (static - dynamic).

Viscosity friction.

Unbalance.

Wire polarities.

Step 4. Based on the model (Step 2), we design a controller analytically based on a

chosen structure of the controller:

PID.

Polynomial structure.
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Step 5. We increase the bandwidth automatically to achieve the spec for disturbance

rejection.

For tracking and point to point, it is not necessary to push too much the BW.

By intelligence Feed Forward and a non-linear position controller, it is possible

to meet the desired behavior with min. bandwidth.

Step 6. We increase the knowledge of the model by an iterative procedure based on

observed technics.

Step 7. The procedure can provide optimum controller for special specifications such
as:

Min. measurements noise.

Min. torqtie rejection.

Max. robustness.

Step 8. The procedure provides in addition the value of the physical parameters such

as:

Backlash.

Moment of inertia motor, load.

Stiffness.

Molecular damping.

- Etc.

Thus the user, at the end of the procedure, gets the information about the system itself

and gives the possibility to see if any physical parameters are satisfactory or not, and

the best controller for the given system.

Of course, if the user is an expert in control, he can use that information and optimize

the control design for specific problems.

The paper will detail the procedure on a concrete example.
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SLIDING MODES IN DYNAMIC SYSTEMS
WITH IMPULSE CONTROL

Michael V. Basin
Institute of Control Sciences of the Russian Academy
Moscow, Russia

In this talk the existence and uniqueness problem is studied for sliding modes in dy-

namic systems described by differential equations with impulse control. Some general

existence and uniqueness conditions are given for a solution of a differential equation

in distribution. An equivalent sliding mode equation is obtained to maintain a trajec-

tory on a sliding mode manifold. The ellipsoidal guaranteed estimation problem over

discrete-continuous observations is considered as an illustrative example.

Consider a dynamic object described by a differential equation in distribution

dx(t) = f(x, u, t) + b(x,u, t)du(t), x(t* ) = x* , (1)

where x(t), f(x,u,t), b(x,u,t) aie n-dimensional; the functions f(x,u,t), b(x,u,t) are

piecewise-continuous in x,u,t; u(t) is a scalar non-decreasing function.

If u(t) is a scalar absolutely continuous function then a solution of the equation (1) is

defined [2] as an absolutely continuous solution of some differential inclusion. If u(t)

is a scalar non-decreasing function then a solution of the equation (1) is defined as a

vibrosolution [1] - as a result of approximating a discontinuous function u(t) by scalar

non-decreasing absolutely continuous functions in the sense of a *-weak convergence

in the bounded variation functions space. Thus, if any sequence of pre-limiting abso-

lutely continuous solutions of the equation (1) with approximating absolutely continuous

functions in right-hand sides has the same unique limit then that unique limit is said

to be a vibrosolution of the equation (1) with a scalar non-decreasing function u(t) in

a right-hand side.

Theorem 1. [1]. Let the following conditions hold:

1) functions f(x,u,t), b(x,u,t), and partial derivatives of b(x,u,t) in x and t are

piecewise-continuous in x, u, i, and their continuity domains are locally connected;

2) functions / (x , u, t), b(x, u, t) satisfy almost everywhere the one-side Lipschitz con-

dition.

Then a unique vibrosolution of the equation (1) exists.
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Let a sliding mode equation arises in a dynamic system described by the equation (1)

on a sliding mode manifold s(x,u,t) = 0. If u(t) is an absolutely continuous function

then a trajectory of (1) on s(x,u,t) = 0 satisfies an equivalent sliding mode equation

given in [3]. Here the equivalent sliding control method of Utkin [3] is applied to the

case of a scalar discontinuous non-decreasing function u(t) in a state equation (1).

Following [3], the sliding mode motion on s(x,u,t) — 0 implies the correlation

ds(x,u,t)/dt = 0. As a result an equivalent sliding mode equation is formally ob-

tained for the equation (1). The existence and uniqueness conditions are given for the

equivalent sliding mode equation by virtue of the conditions of the theorem 1. The con-

vergence of absolutely continuous approximations to a solution of the equivalent sliding

mode equation is proved in a sliding mode.

Finally, in the ellipsoidal guaranteed estimation problem the suggested equivalent sliding

mode equation is applied to obtain filtering equations over discrete-continuous observa-

tions in a sliding mode. Some features of discontinuous motion in a sliding mode are

discussed.
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VIBRATION CONTROL WITH UNKNOWN DISTURBANCES
REPRESENTED BY CONVEX MODELS OF UNCERTAINTY

Yakov Ben-Haim Daniel J. Inman
Technion — Israel Institute and Virginia Polytechnic Institute
of Technology, Haifa, Israel Blacksburg, Virginia, U.S.A.

The main contribution of this talk is the representation of input-disturbance uncertainty

with convex models, in controller-design for problems such as vibration suppression. The

controller is designed with two objectives: to assure sufficiently small response while

not requiring excessive control input.

A convex model is a set of functions, each one of which is a possible realization of an

uncertain phenomenon. In our study, the convex models represent allowed disturbance

inputs. The central concept in formulating a convex model is the following. Given

specific though limited information which characterizes the uncertainty of the input,

define the convex model as the set of all input functions consistent with this information.

For example, the energy-bound convex models define sets of input functions consistent

with a given bound on the input energy, while the spectral convex model defines the set

of all inputs consistent with specific spectral information.

The procedure by which one formulates a convex model is basically different from the

usual method for specifying a stochastic model. In stochastic formulations one must

choose the form of the model, e.g. gaussian, and then determine the coefficients of that

model (mean and covariance in the gaussian case). This procedure can work quite well

when the form of the model is correct, for then the model-parameters can usually be

estimated accurately without the need to sample too extensively. This is because, as

in the gaussian model, the parameters can be related to the bulk of events which hover

around the mean.

On the other hand, if the form of the stochastic model is only approximately correct,

then the tails of the calibrated stochastic model may differ substantially from the tails

of the actual distribution. This is because the model-parameters, such as low-order

moments, are determined from typical rather than rare events. In this case, design

decisions will be satisfactory for the bulk of occurrences, but may be less than optimal

for rare events. It, is the rare events - catastrophes, for example - which are often of

greatest concern to the designer. The sub-optimality may be manifested as either an

over-conservative or an unsafe design.
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It is important to note here that the proposed control-design strategy is conceptually

different from traditional stochastic control methodologies. In particular, the method

suggested here concerns the choice of a feedback control for a deterministic plant with an

uncertain input which is not described stochastically. Here the input, while uncertain,

is described in terms of bounds (energetic, temporal or spectral) rather than in terms of

probability measures. In the sense that the convex model includes all inputs consistent

with these bounds, the description of the input advocated here accounts for the rare

events (as well as more 'typical' ones) which may not be considered in a traditional model

at a given level of statistical significance. As a result, the closed-loop response predicted

by the convex model is always within the bounds for which the control action has been

designed. This is in contrast to control methods based on a stochastic representation of

the uncertain disturbance input. Stated differently, a controller based on a stochastic

model of the input may result in lower anticipated response bounds. This results in

choice of a lower gain for the stochastic control law. This in turn will mean that there

are disturbance inputs which will cause a closed loop response outside an envelope

predicted by the traditional approach. Hence, if the goal of the control system is to

protect against uncertain rare events, the convex model approach is suggested.
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DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING APPROACH TO THE
STOCHASTIC CONTROL PROBLEM WITH AN
EXPONENTIAL OF AN INTEGRAL COST FUNCTION

Alain Bensoussan
INRIA
Le Chesnay, France

In this talk we shall consider problems of the following type

dx = g(x,v)dt + a{x)dio

x(Q) = x

J(v) = E exp f / e(xt,vt)dt + <f>(xT) I

and derive the Hamilton Jacobi Bellman equation for this problem. We shall also

consider the same problem with partial observation. In conditions similar to those of

Wonham, we shall derive a separation principle.
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ASYMPTOTICALLY STABLE ADAPTIVE OUTPUT ERROR
IDENTIFICATION WITH NO SPR REQUIREMENT

Amir Betser and Ezra Zeheb
Technion — Israel Institute of Technology
Haifa, Israel

Adaptive output error algorithm for identification requires, for asymptotic stability,

that a certain transfer function should be Strictly Positive Real (SPR) rational function

[l]-[3]. A drawback of the algorithm is the need to determine the SPR function. This

is a very difficult task, not yet satisfactorily solved. Although the numerator of that

function is an arbitrary polynomial which is chosen by the designer of the system, the

denominator of the function must be the denominator of the transfer function of the

plant, which is either unknown, or only partially known.

Several papers give necessary and sufficient conditions to check whether a transfer func-

tion, with uncertain parameters, is an SPR transfer function [4]-[7]. Some papers

treated the design problem, where there exists an a-priori knowledge about the plant,

i.e., it is assumed that the denominator a(s) of the transfer function of the plant be-

longs to a certain set of stable polynomials. In the continuous time case, only sufficient

conditions were found for the existence of a fixed polynomial g(s) such that ^4 is an

SPR transfer function, where a(s) is the above mentioned denominator [4], [8]-[9]. In

the discrete time case, necessary and sufficient conditions were found for the existence

of a fixed polynomial c(z~1) such that y _: -, is a Discrete SPR transfer function where

a(z~ ) is the denominator of the transfer function of the plant, which belongs to a

certain stable set of polynomials [8].

In this paper we present a modified output error algorithm, pertaining to both the

continuous time and the discrete time cases. The modification includes a fixed gain

feedback which, if designed properly, eliminates the SPR requirement.

In the continuous time case, we define the output error, as usually done, by

e(<) = y{t) - y{t) ,
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where y(t) and y(t) are the output and the estimated output of the system respectively.
However, our y(t) differs from the standard definition. We add a feedback gain, as
follows:

r / > 0 ,

where <j>(t) is the regressor vector, 9(t) is the estimated parameters vector and / is a
fixed feedback gain.

Similar to the continuous time case, in the discrete time case we define the output error
as usually done, by

e(k) = y(k) - y(k) ,

where tj(k) and y(k) are the output and the estimated output of the system respectively.
As in the continuous time case, the standard y(k) is modified by adding a fixed feedback
gain. y(k) is defined as:

where (j>(k — 1) is the regressor vector, <j>{k) is the estimated parameters vector and / is
a fixed feedback gain.

When there exists an a-priori partial knowledge about the parameters of the plant, we
provide a simple procedure to design that gain.
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QUALITATIVE AND COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS
OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

Roger Brockets
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

Although control theory has been quite successful in providing models for a variety of
physical, biological and economic systems, there have emerged numerous problems in
these same areas which are too complex and/or adaptive to be explained by the basic
feedback loop. Specific examples of this type arise when one studies computer controlled
machine tools and robots, and also when investigating the details of motion control in
animals. By replacing the usual differential equation models that have formed the basis
for classical control theory with a more general class of dynamical system that include
certain limiting forms of differential equation models one can capture in a satisfactory
way the essentials of these more complex problems. This talk will describe these new
models and sketch a theory of their behavior using some basic ideas from algebraic
topology and the qualitative theory of differential equations.
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ON GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION BY LOCAL INTERACTIONS
or
"WHY THE ANT TRAILS LOOK SO STRAIGHT AND NICE"

Alfred M. Bruckstein
Technion - Israel Institute of Technology
Haifa, Israel

In a chapter titled "The Amateur Scientist" of his book Surely You're Joking, Mr.

Feynman!, Feynman describes a series of experiments he has done to study the behavior

of ants and, in particular, the way they communicate the information regarding the

location of food. After realizing that ants can leave some sort of trail on the ground, he

goes on to ask a very interesting question:

"One question that I wondered about was why the ant trails look so straight and
nice. The ants look as if they know what they are doing, as if they have a good sense of

geometry. Yet the experiments what I did to try to demonstrate their sense of geometry

didn't work."

After some further experimentation Feynman did find an explanation: the ants try to

follow the original randomly found and marked path, but they coast on the wiggly

path and leave it here and there, soon to find the trail again. Each ant straightens the

trail a bit, and their collective effort makes up for their lack of any sense of geometry.

Attempts to formalize this argument raise many questions: what determines the points

where coasting occurs, what happens when an ant fails to return to the trail, etc.

A simple model of local interaction is proposed that could lead ants, or other natural or

artificial creatures with little or no sense of global geometry, to find the straight path

from the ant-hill to the food.

Suppose an ant finds some food by walking around at random. It then traces a wiggly

path back to the ant-hill and does what in the entomology literature is called group

recruitment: "Follow me!" the pioneer ant tells the others, and they do, one after the

other, at some small distance, so that each ant walk straight toward the one in front of

it.

With this rule of pursuit, the ant's paths converge, for any initial trace, to
the straight line connecting the ant-hill with the food, see [1].

This result indicates that sometimes a simple interaction of players can solve the problem

of finding the optimal path between the source and destination. The result stated readily
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generalizes to pursuit in higher dimensional space too. It would be of interest to find

other trail-following models, based on simple local interaction, providing convergence to

a straight path. It is important to have results of this type, showing that globally optimal

solutions for navigation problems can be obtained as a result of myopic cooperation

between simple agents or processes.

The analysis of global behavior that results from simple and local interaction rules is

a fascinating subject of investigation, and such ideas could also be of use in problems

arising in robotics, for example to find an optimal path among obstacles, from a source

point to a destination.
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MORSE LEMMAS FOR INTEGRAL FUNCTIONALS

Yu. M. Burman
Technion — Israel Institute of Technology
Haifa, Israel

Classical Morse lemmas about canonical form of the smooth function in the vicinity of
its non-degenerate and degenerate critical points are extended to some class of infinity-
dimensional functionals including integral functionals of the calculus of variations. The
results are applied to the investigation of whether an integral functional achieves its
minimum in a given critical point.
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A NEW FRICTION MODEL FOR CONTROL DESIGN

C. Canudas de Wit*, H. Olsson**, K.J. Astrom** and P. Lischinsky*
*URA CNRS, Grenoble, France
**Lund Institute of Technology, Lund, Sweden

Introduction. Friction is an important aspect of many control systems such as high
quality servo mechanisms as well as simple pneumatic and hydraulic systems. Failure
to account for the effects of friction can lead to tracking errors and limit cycles.

Friction is a natural phenomenon that is quite hard to model and it is not yet com-
pletely understood. So far, most of the friction models used are described by static
maps between velocity and friction force. Typical examples of these are the Coulomb
friction, viscous friction and the Stribeck effect. The latter is recognized to produce a
destabilizing effect at very low velocities. Dahl j "oposed a dynamic model, [3|. This
model predicts a frictional lag between velocity reversals and leads to hysteresis loops.
It does, however, not include the Stribeck effect. The model proposed in this talk can
be viewed as an extension of the Dahl model to include the Stribeck effect.

The Model The qualitative mechanisms of friction are fairly well understood, see e.g.,
Armstrong-Helouvry [1]. Surfaces are very irregular at the microscopic level. Two
surfaces therefore make contact at a number of asperities when at rest. We visualize this
as two rigid bodies that make contact through elastic bristles. When a tangential force
is applied, the bristles will deflect like springs, see Figure 1. If the force is sufficiently
large, some of the bristles deflect so much that they will slip.

FIGURE 1: Contact between two surfaces through elastic bristles.
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The phenomenon is highly random due to the irregular forms of the surfaces. The model
we propose only attempts to describe the average behavior. The average deflection of
the bristles z is modeled by

The first term gives a deflection that is proportional to the integral of the relative
velocity. The second term asserts that the deflection z approaches the value

2 =

in steady state, i.e. when v is constant. The function g is positive and depends on
material properties. It need not be symmetrical. For typical bearing friction g(v) will
decrease monotonically from g(0) when v increases. This corresponds to the Stribeck
effect. The friction force generated from the bending of the bristles is described as

F = vz + *1% (3)
at

where a is the stiffness and o\ a damping coefficient. Viscous friction is handled sepa-
rately.

Model Properties and Behavior. The model given by Equations (1) and (3) exhibit some
natural properties. It is easy to show that the deflection z is bounded by the function
g{v). In particular, if 0 < g(v) < a and |^(0)| < a, then |2(*)| < a for all t > 0.

The friction model can be viewed as a system where velocity is the input and the friction
force the output. For the model proposed here, the map cp : v t-+ z is dissipative with
respect to the function V\(t) = ^z2(t).

To get some insight into the behavior of the model in the stiction regime we will consider
a mass m in contact with a fixed horizontal surface. Let x be the coordinate of the mass.
The linearized equations of motion around 2 = 0 and v = 0 becomes

d2x dx
+ F ( 4 )

This shows that the system behaves like a damped second order system. Notice that it
is essential to have o\ ^ 0 in order to have a damped motion.

As a preliminary assessment of the model we investigate its behavior in a simulation of
stick-slip motion which is a typical problem for many mechanical systems with friction.
Stick-slip motion is caused by the Stribeck effect. Consider a mass that is pulled by a
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FIGURE 2: Simulation of stick-slip motion.

spring. The end of the spring is pulled with constant velocity. Let y denote this position
and x the position of the mass. The resulting motion is shown in Figure 2. The model
acts in accordance with observations of mechanical systems. Experimental results such
as reported in [4] and [2] are also reproduced by the model.

Feedback Control. We next consider the model for feedback control, more precisely
position stabilization of a mass. We assume that the parameters are known. The
following control law, including a friction observer for the deflection x, gives a stable
closed loop system if the transfer function H(s) is chosen appropriately:

u = ~H(s)x + F

X = V — kx

F =

(5)

(6)

(7)

Conclusions. A dynamic model for friction is presented. The model exhibits some intu-
itive properties and captures most friction phenomena that are of interest for feedback
control. It describes the Stribeck effect, hysteresis and the spring-damper-like behavior
during stiction. We have also shown that it is possible to construct a friction observer
and to perform friction compensation based on the observer. The scheme can be shown
to be globally asymptotically stable when parameters are known. A natural extension
of this work is to investigate the possibilities of parameter adaptation.
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DIGITAL CONCEPT FOR BRUSHLESS SERVO AMPLIFIER

I. Cohen and G. Cohen
Servotronix (Servotech) Ltd.
Rishon-le-Zion, Israel

The use of brushless motor leads to implement current commutation (of each phase),
in an optimal way, in order to achieve a perfect equivalent DC motor where for a given
current (Torque) command, the actual torque is constant without any ripple.

Two main problems exist using brushless technology: cogging and ripple torque (detent).
The first one depends on the design and the manufacturing of the motor itself. The
second one depends on the way to control the currents in each phase. In this talk, we
propose a control solution to overcome those problems and to reduce those disturbances
to a minimum value. The solution includes digital current, torque and velocity loop.

The implementation of the current loop digitally permits to overcome most of the ripple
torque even using two phase current loop and not a sophisticated vector control.
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RLC-11 - A ROBOT MOTION
AND LASER POWER CONTROLLER

Ilan Cohen and Sharon Yalov
Robomatix Ltd.
Raanana, Israel

During the last decade there was revealed a need to supply a three dimensional flex-
ible automation to the automotive and the aerospace industries. Since most of the
applications use accurate tools such as laser, there was a need to develop a suitable
controller.

Robomatix had developed a Laser Motion System driving a laser beam through five
degrees of freedom. It operates with an exceptionally large envelope, which offers diverse
processing capabilities in 2 and 3 dimensions.

The global system control as illustrated in Fig. 1, combines technologies in software,
hardware, machinery, optics and lasers. The commercial name of the controller is RLC-1
(Robomatix Laser Controller).

Figure 1 illustrates the whole controlled system, including the RLC-1.

1
Servo Motor V

> •

\

Feedback

I/O -<-_ > .

1
DRIVER

RLC-1
CONTROLLER

MONITOR

<-> LASER

Figure 1. Global system controller

1 Registered name for the Robomatix Laser Controller
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The RLC-1 is a programmable on-line controller. This product which can control any

3 to S axis robot or CNC machine, is based on standard industrial IBM at compatible

hardware. It contains the following parts:

- P L C

- CC's
- Servo control

- Trajectory planning

- Communication with peripherals.

There are certain critical processes such as the synchronization, accuracy, singular points

avoiding and time races which are treated by the system. The difficulties with these

processes stem from the lack of processing time and from the stiff accuracy requirements.

Regarding the first difficulty, it should be noted that the whole system is controlled

by a unique CPU, and the cycle time is 1 msec. Each of the above processes should

consume minimum time and it must be synchronized with certain other processes. This

means that, the total processing time should be optimized. Also, in order to guarantee

a reliable cycle time, which depends on the length of the PLC program (programmable)

and the complexity of the trajectory planning (not programmable), the frequency of the

cycle can be modified in an external driver.

Our goal is to represent the critical processing which were already enforced as well as

the current problems such as:

- Singular points avoidance

- Generating smoother trajectories

- Combining feed forward planning

- Improved synchronization

- Solving a global control function, taking into consideration the whole system.

The mathematical models of some of these processes will demonstrate well the complex-

ity of the computation and the susceptibility of the solution.
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CONVEX INVERTIBLE CONES AND THE LYAPUNOV EQUATION

Nir Cohen Izchak Lewkowicz
Technion — Israel Institute and Imperial College
of Technology, Haifa, Israel London, U.K.

We shall denote by T> C RnXn the set of symmetric positive definite matrices.

In the first part of this talk we focus on finding a common solution P € V for a set of
Lyapunov stability tests:

-{PA + ATP)€V , AeX (1)

for a set X of stable matrices. As a motivation for this problem one may consider the
problem of robust stability of the family of systems described by the differential inclusion

x eXx , (2)

wher the set X C RnXn is specified. A characterization of the solution to this problem
has appeared in A.P. Molchanov and Ye.S. Pyatnitskiy, Systems and Control Letters,
Vol. 13, pp. 59-64, 1989. The existence of a common Lyapunov solution to (1) is a
sufficient (but not necessary) condition for robust stability of the system (2). It has
therefore been of interest to study the relation X C >A. for a fixed P £ "P, where

nxn \ - (PA + ATP) e V],

and there exists vast literature on this topic.

Let C(X) denote the smallest convex cone which contains X and is closed under matrix
inversion. It is easy to verify that every common Lyapunov solution of X is also a
common Lyapunov solution for all of C(X). Consequently, the study of sets of the form
C(X) (which we call "convex invertible cones", or cic for short) can be turned into an
important tool in the search of common Lyapunov solutions. Our main goal in this talk
is to substantiate this claim.

The stability of C(X) is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for the existence of
a common Lyapunov solution of X. Moreover the set A.p is a maximal open stable
cic which contains the cic C(X). Unfortunately, there are maximal open stable cics
which are not of the type A.p, e.g. the cic 'T'of upper triangular stable matrices.
This set has no common Lyapunov solutions, but every practical subset of it does have
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diagonal common Lyapunov solutions. We also examine our necessary condition on

2 x 2 examples.

As a mathematical object, the concept of cic transcends the realm of constant matrices.

In fact, we show that the well known set 'PTZ. o; positive real rational matrix functions

is a stable cic. In electrical networks theory the cic operations have a simple physical

interpretation. We also consider the subcics SVR. of strictly positive real functions,

and VTZO of positive real odd functions. SPTL is related to the Lyapunov equation via

the well known Positive Real Lemma. Moreover, SVH is also a maximal stable cic, in

a sense we make precise.

In the second part of this talk we consider the structure and applicability of unstable

matrix cics. Such a cic has matrices with fixed inertia. If we consider the unstable

Lyapunov equation, we are led to define cics of the form

AH := {A e Rnxn\(HA + ATH) e V} ,

where if is a nonsingular Hermitian matrix. This set is a maximal open cic of non-

singular matrices. The inertial theorem tells us that An contains matrices with fixed

inertia. We show that every cic without singular matrices has this property.

We analyse the structure of the cic of scalar VR.O functions, and show that it is a model

for the structure of every singly generated cic of matrices. Using a landmark paper

by Youla and Saito (1967), we show that the classical Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation

problem can be recast in cic language, or alternatively as finding a common Lyapunov

solution for a pair of matrices. We shall also comment on the problem of balanced

realization for an unstable system, which has a similar formulation.

Finally, we consider the so-called Matrix Sign Function algorithm, used in the numerical

literature in the context of computing the solution of the algebraic Lyapunov equation

(and the more general Riccati equation). This algorithm has the form -Sfc+i = #fci?fc +

(1 — ^ ) S ^ " 1 , where 0 < #/ < 1. We interpret this procedure in terms of the geometry

of a singly generated cic.
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EXPONENTIAL ASYMPTOTIC NULL-CONTROLLABILITY
OF BILINEAR SYSTEMS WITH CONTROL CONSTRAINTS

Fritz Colonius Wolfgang Kliemann
Universitat Augsburg and Iowa State University
Augsburg, Germany Ames, Iowa, U.S.A.

We consider bilinear control systems of the form

x(t) = (Ao + Ziti(t)Ai)x(t), u(i) = (Ui(t)) € U,

where U C Rm is convex and compact and-Ao, • • •, Am are constant matrices of appro-
priate dimension.

The exponential growth rate (or Lyapunov exponent) of a trajectory x(t, x, u()),
t 6 R, of this system with initial state x £ R at time t = 0 and admissible con-
trol function u(-) is given by

X(u(-),x) = Urn supf.—yc>o^n\x(t,x,u(-))\.

Obviously, an initial state x is exponentially asymptotically controllable to the origin
iff there exists an admissible control function u(-) such that \(u(-),x) < 0.

We characterize precisely those initial points for which there exists an admissible control
function u such that X(u(-),x) < 0.

The proofs use that the bilinear control system above corresponds to a linear flow
(the associated control flow) on the (trivial) vector bundle Rd x U, where U is the set
of admissible control functions. Then spectral theory of these flows together with an
analysis of the controllability properties of the control systems induced on projective
space allows us to give the announced characterization.
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ON THE VARIATIONAL PROBLEM IN THE SPACE
OF ABSOLUTELY CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS

Michael Drakhlin Elena Litsyn
College of Judea and Samaria and Bar-Ilan University
Kedumim-Ariel, Israel Ramat-Gan, Israel

We derive necessary conditions for extremum of functionals of the form

rbrb
Jl(x)= / h(t,x(h(t)),x(g(t)))dt ,

Ja

x ( O = i ( O = 0 , if £t[a,b],

M*) = I f2\t, I dsR(t,s)x(s), I K(t,s)i(s)ds) dt ,
Ja y Ja Ja J

in terms of solvability of boundary value problems for functional-differential equations.

Peculiarity of the extremum problems under consideration is that we seek their solution
in the space of absolutely continuous functions x : [a, b] —> Rn without assumption
about continuity of the derivative.

An explicit presentation of the corresponding Euler equations is based on constructing
some adjoint operators. Particularly, we construct the adjoint operator to the internal
superposition operator acting in the space of summable functions y : [a, b] —> Rn:

{
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OPTIMAL CONTROL IN LINEAR PARTIALLY OBSERVABLE
SYSTEMS WITH UNKNOWN PARAMETERS

Aleksey D. Drozdov and Ilya B. Gertsbakh
Institute for Industrial Mathematics
Beer-Sheva, Israel

The paper is devoted to the study of the optimal control in a linear time-dependent sys-

tem with a quadratic cost functional. Both the system coefficients and the performance

index depend on an unknown random parameter. At the initial moment of time, the

parameter belongs to a finite set with a probability measure on it. In the course of con-

trol process, an information refinement, regarding the parameter takes place at discrete

time moments. This refinement consists of deleting extreme values in the parameter set

and of a redefinition of the probabilistic distribution measure.

An algorithm for constructing the optimal control in a linear- quadratic optimization

problem with multiplicative noise is developed. It is shown that for an arbitrary distri-

bution of the unknown parameter the optimal control can be found in a closed form.

The suggested algorithm has a sequential nature: after receiving more accurate, ad-

ditional information the observer determines the "full" optimal control for the whole

remaining time interval and utilizes only its "left tail" until the next observation. After

receiving a new information, the performance index is redefined and the optimal control

is recalculated.

A problem of the optimal control for a singularly perturbed system with incomplete

information is conbidered. Small parameter at the derivatives appears when the char-

acteristic time of damping of the transition process in the dynamic system is essentially

less that the interval between observations. For these systems, "myopic" control poli-

cies are constructed which are obtained by minimizing the performance index over the

forthcoming observation interval only. Calculations of myopic policies is computation-

ally simpler than calculations of full policies. It is shown that the myopic policies are

asymptotically accurate. An example demonstrating such computations and a compar-

ison of full and myopic policies is presented.
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ROBUST TRAJECTORY-TRACKING CONTROLLERS FOR
ROBOTIC ARMS; A COMPARATIVE STUDY

S. Faibish A. Guez E. Kreindler
RAFAEL Drexed University Technion - Israel Institute
Haifa, Israel Philadelphia, PA, U.S.A. Technology, Haifa, Israel

The control of robotic arms has to cope with not only a highly nonlinear and coupled

mechanical system, but also with considerable parameter changes and uncertainties.

For example, changes of the load at the gripper affect many of the equation's param-

eters; uncertainties may include friction torques and resonant vibrations. A robust

controller is one which ensures acceptable performance despite these parameter changes

and uncertainties.

In this study we selected for comparison six of the recently proposed robust control

schemes. They all employ sliding control or Lyapunov control - two robust control

methodologies known to be effective - or a combination of both. The six control schemes

were applied to the same two-link robot, having identical bounded uncertainties with

known bounds. The robot arm has to track a predetermined trajectory in joint-space.

The simulation of the robot with its controller was performed by students as a term

project and deepened by the authors. A description of the project can be obtained on

request. In the talk we shall review the robust control methodologies employed and

describe integratively the six control schemes. The comparative performance of the six

controllers will be presented and underlying causes for differences will be analyzed.
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SAMPLED-DATA CONTROL SYSTEMS

Bruce A. PYancis
University of Toronto
Toronto, Canada

Traditional design of digital control systems involves discretization of an analog design.

The advantage of this method is that the design is performed in continuous time, where

the performance specifications are most natural. Also, we can expect the analog spec-

ifications to be recovered in the limit as the sampling frequency increases. In practise,

however, several technical issues preclude this assumption. First, smaller sampling pe-

riods require faster and hence newer and more expensive hardware. This is especially

relevant in consumer products such as CD players, where a small cost saving per unit

results in a large overall saving. Secondly, performing all the control computations may

not be feasible if the sampling is too fast. This is relevant in, for example, flexible struc-

tures, whose models are high order. And thirdly, the sampling period is often aifected,

if not fixed, by other implementation issues unrelated to the control scheme.

Recent research has concentrated on direct digital design for continuous-time specifica-

tions. Sampled-data systems are continuous-time periodic systems; as such, they are

perhaps the simplest time-varying systems to study.

This talk will survey recent extensions of analog design techniques - namely, #2-, #00-

, and Li-optimization - to sampled-data systems. Applications include optimal dis-

cretization of analog filters and optimal stability robustness of control systems.
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ON OPTIMAL CONTROL OF SINGULARLY
PERTURBED TIME DELAY SYSTEMS

E.M. Fridman
Tel-Aviv University
Ram at Aviv, Israel

We study the finite-horizon linear-quadratic problem for the three types of systems with
a small time delay e > 0. These are

- neutral type system

4 Cx(t ~ e) + Bui*) . (1)at

- system with small parameter before senior derivative

x(t) = Axx{t) + A2y(t) + BlU(t) ,
(2)

ey(t) = A3x(t) + A^y{t) + Cy(t - e) + B2u(t),

- discrete-continuous system describing digital control system that can be written as
follows

x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t -e{t/e}), (3)

where {•} denotes the fractional part of a number, e is a quantization period in the
last equation. In systems (l)-(3) x(t), y(t), u(t) are vectors. We assume that in (1)
eigenvalues of the matrix D are in the interior of the unit ball, in (2) all roots of the
quasipolynom det(A/ — A4 — Ce~^) have negative real parts, in (3) the length of the
control interval is multiple of e.

Boundary value problem of necessary optimality conditions for time delay systems in-
volves equations with retarded and advanced arguments. Using integral manifold tech-
nique we obtain variables change that transforms this problem. In the cases (1), (2)
the problem is split into three ones: boundary value problem for ordinary differential
equations (BVPODE) of slow motions and two integral equations of fast motions [1, 2].
In the case (3) the problem is reduced to BVPODE [3].

For optimal control design problem in a time delay case one must solve a complicated
nonlinear partial differential equations system. The above mentioned transformation of
the boundary value problem allows us to reduce the design problem for (1), (2) (within
the boundary layers) to initial problem for an ordinary Riccati differential equation
(IPORDE) and a system of algebraic equations. The design problem for (3) is reduced
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to IPORDE. Asymptotic series expansion with respect to e of the optimal trajectory
and of the feedback controller are constructed.

The results are applied to decomposition of dual filtering problems.
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SINGULAR PERTURBATIONS IN
DISCONTINUOUS CONTROL SYSTEMS

L.M. Fridman
Samara Architecture Building Institute
Samara, Russia

This problem of decomposition of singular perturbed system with discontinuous right-
hand part (SPSDRP) is considered. The following classification of SPSDRP is proposed.

SPSDP with finite number of switches. For such systems the boundary layer
method is extended. Probably the most complex from the mathematical point of view is
the case when "uncertainty conditions" hold. That means that in the complete system
the first order sliding mode is missed, but in the reduced systems the sufficient conditions
for sliding mode existence hold. In this case two different situations have been singled
out.

SPSDRP with second order sliding modes. It is shown that the equations
of equivalent control method are approximate model of the slow motions of singularly
perturbed systems in which only second order sliding modes can occur. The algorithm
of obtaining the approximate equations of slow motions with any precision level with
respect to small parameter is justified.

SPSDRP with positive feedback. Sufficient conditions for existence of fast periodic
solutions in singularly perturbed discontinuous systems are found. The stability of this
periodic solutions is investigated. The results obtained may be applied for:
- decomposition of systems with sliding modes;
- design of systems where slow motions are described with desired
vector of convex closure;
- the generation of oscillations in small neighbourhood of discontinuity
surface with desired frequency.
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THE BOUNDED REAL CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION
AND NEHARI EXTENSIONS

P. A. Fuhrmann
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
Beer Sheva, Israel

For the class of bounded real functions in the open right half plane we define a map,
we call it the B-characteristic, which associates with each bounded real unction a stable
function. The definition is based on normalized coprime factorizations of bounded real
functions, the normalization being with respect to an indefinite metric. The construction
bears great similarity to the characteristic functions studied in Fuhrmann and Ober
[1993] for other classes of functions. We study the properties of the B-characteristic,
the inverse map and the connections to balancing. We apply the construction to show
the connections between several different approaches to the problem of parametrizing
all suboptimal Nehari complements. This problem has wide control applications, e.g.
robust stabilization, model reduction and the H-infinity control problem.
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A NEW REDUCTION TECHNIQUE FOR A CLASS OF SINGULARLY
PERTURBED OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEMS

Vladimir Gaitsgory
Bar-Han University
Ramat-Gan, Israel

A traditional reduction technique used in dealing with singularly perturbed optimal

control problems consists of replacing the fast variables by their quasistationary states

defined as the states of equilibrium of the fast subsystem considered with "frozen"

slow motions and controls. As it was shown in [1], this technique is not applicable

in case when the optimal and suboptimal controls take the form of rapidly oscillating

functions and when a real approximation could be achieved via the optimization of some

differential inclusion with convex valued right-hand side.

In our presentation we shall consider a special class of singularly perturbed optimal

control problems in case when this differential inclusion proves to be equivalent to

some specially constructed control system. We shall consider the problem of optimal

control of this system and characterize its solution by necessary and sufficient optimality

conditions. We shall show how these conditions can be used in order to characterize

suboptirnal solutions of the given singularly perturbed optimal control problem. We

shall illustrate our considerations with examples.
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OPERATOR FUNCTIONS METHOD IN STABILITY
THEORY OF NONAUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS

M.I.Gil'
Institute for Industrial Mathematics
Beer Sheva, Israel

One of basic methods for the investigation of the stability of of systems is the Lyapunov
functions method. But finding Lyapunov functions is usually difficult.

We propose new stability criteria for linear and nonstationary nonlinear systems. It is
formulated in terms of Hurwitzness of auxiliary matrices and makes it possible to avoid
the construction of Lyapunov's functions in appropriate situations. This means that we
can apply well known stability criteria of stationary systems (for example, Hurwitz's
criterion) to investigation of nonstationary systems.

These criteria are based on bounds for solutions of equations which describe systems.
These estimates are obtained by a new bound on the norm of operator-valued functions.
Our results improve the well-known results even for linear systems.

In particular we make the well-known criterion by R.Vinograd, more precise.

Besides by this method we have solved the Calman-Aizerman problem on absolute
stability.

Notice that the similar approach was also developed for distributed systems.

We remind that I.M.Gel'fand and G.E.Shilov have established an estimate for a norm
of a matrix-valued function in connection with their investigations of partial differential
equations. But this estimate is not exact. It is not attained for any matrix. The problem
of obtaining a precise estimate for a norm of a matrix-valued function was discussed in
the literature repeatedly.
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A SCHEME FOR PROVING MAXIMUM PRINCIPLES
FOR NONSMOOTH OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEMS

B. Ginsburg and A. Ioffe
Technion — Israel Institute of Technology
Haifa, Israel

We formulate a maximum principle for a sufficiently general class of optimal control

problems in Banach spaces involving equality constraints of the form Ax = F(x,u)

where A is an operator with compact inverse and F is a map with Lipschitz dependence

on x and "almost convex" image F(x, U), U being the set of admissible controls u.

The result offers a sort of an algorithm for writing and proving maximum principles for

specific classes of problems. One of the advantages of the approach is connected with

the fact that no solvability problems for the above equation appear in the course of the

proof.

As applications, we further obtain nonsmooth maximum principles for (a) elliptic system

with distributed and boundary controls, and (b) a system with variable time delay.
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ROBUST CONTROL DESIGN FOR AN UNCERTAIN
FLEXIBLE STRUCTURE USING H<x>-
LOOP-SHAPING AND y. FRAMEWORK

Cher-Hiang Goh
D. L. R.
Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany

This talk deals with the design of robust controllers for a flexible test structure with

uncertainties in its mode shapes, mode frequencies and damping ratios. The formula-

tion of the uncertainties is non-conservative and fits well in the HQQ ///-Framework. It

is proposed that the JJoo-loop-shaping method be applied first to determine a reason-

ably well-behaved initial controller and the /u-synthesis method be used subsequently

to design a robust, stabilizing controller that preserves the desired loop-shapes of the

open-loop system in the presence of the uncertainties. This design approach appears to

be natural and its applicability is clearly demonstrated in designing robust controllers

for the uncertain flexible structure. Design results of the robust controllers synthesized

for the flexible structure are presented.
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H°° CONTROL OF PWM POWER CONVERTERS

Kfir Goodreich, Rami Nairn, George Weiss
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
Beer-Sheva, Israel

A boost 'PWM (pulse with modulation) converter transforms an input voltage V{n into
a (generally higher) output voltage Vouu which can be regulated via the pulse width
applied to an electronic switch S, see the Figure. The duty cycle is defined as the
fraction of time that S is closed. Since the frequency of the pulses is high (around
100kHz), in lower frequencies we can describe the converter by an average (in time)
model, which is a bilinear and time invariant system, see, e.g., Sum [3].

The basic boost converter

The control input of this system is the duty cycle and the perturbations (external inputs)
acting on the converter are the fluctuations of the input voltage and of the output current
Iout- The aim of the controller is to minimize the influence of these perturbations on
VOut which, ideally, should be constant. After linearization, the problem of finding such
a controller can be formulated as a standard problem of H°° control. A suboptimal
controller for this problem can be obtained by the state space method (with the two
Riccati equations) of Doyle and Glover [2] and Doyle, Glover, Khargonekar and Francis
[1]. This is easily computed using the new Robust Control Toolbox of MATLAB, and
the resulting controller K is of the same order as the plant, in our case two or three,
depending on the weighting function we use. It turns out, however, that in each case
K is unstable, having one extremely large positive pole (of order 1014), which makes
its implementation impossible. But, surprisingly, K can be approximated by a stable
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reduced order contrclL-r KQ, such that the performance of the closed loop system remains
practically the same.

The weighted closed loop transfer function from the perturbations to the output voltage
is very small and practically all-pass. The nonlinearity of the plant does not significantly
alter the performance of the closed loop system (in particular, its stability) in a wide
range of input values. This closed loop system is superior to earlier designs if good
performance in a broad frequency range is required.
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DESIGN OF DEAD TIME COMPENSATORS
FOR HIGH ORDER SYSTEMS

Yoram Halevi
Technion - Israel Institute of Technology
Haifa, Israel

The dead time compensator (DTC), also known as the Smith predictor is a control
scheme for processes that include dead times. It consists of a primary controller and
an internal feedback loop containing the model of the process with and without delay.
The basic scheme, suggested by O.J. Smith in the late 50's has been modified for better
disturbance attenuation, but the key point of the design remains the existence of a
model of the plant inside the controller. The use of appropriately tuned DTC's improves
performance dramatically as compared to standard PID controllers.

Systems with high poles over zeros excess have step and impulse responses that are
similar to those of processes with dead time. Therefore it appears to be advantageous
to model them as having dead times and then use a DTC for them. The efficiency
of the DTC depends of course on how well the model approximates the true process.
While the idea is not new, this paper presents a systematic approach to such design by
formulating a formal optimization problem.

The problem of approximating a high order system by a lower order one has received a
great deal of attention in the last decade and many methods for its solution were sug-
gested. However only a few of them minimize a particular optimization criterion. The
derivation in this paper is based on Li minimization. However the problem formulation
and the underlying principles extend to other methods as well. The main problem that
is addressed in this paper is the approximation of a plant with large poles over zeros by
a model that satisfies the following requirements:

(i) It consists of a low order rational part plus a dead time,

(ii) It has the same steady state gain as the original model,

(iii) It minimizes the £2 error in the closed loop setting.
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While (ii) is not an immediate consequence of the problem definition, it is very natural
from a practical point of view since most set point changes and disturbances that are
encountered in process control are step functions. Requirement (iii) can be shown to
lead to frequency weighting on the approximation error.

The paper presents solutions to each of the individual optimal order reduction prob-
lems in (i)-(iii) and then the combined solution that meets all the requirements. An
instructive example shows all phases of the design and the significant performance im-
provement.
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OPTIMAL CLOSED-LOOP APPROXIMATION
BY REDUCED ORDER CONTROLLERS

Yoram Halevi and Agnes Cohen-Jalfon
Technion — Israel Institute of Technology
Haifa, Israel

The problem of designing a fixed, i.e. reduced, order controllers has received a lot of
attention in recent years. There are two different approaches to the solution of this
problem:

1. Direct approach, where a controller having a given order is sought, often as a solution
of an optimization problem.

2. Indirect approach, that consists of two stages. First design of a controller that meets
the desired specifications without order limitation. Such controller may be a result
of optimal control, pole placement or even very accurate loop shaping.

In most, if not all, methods of indirect design the problem solved is not the "true"
approximation problem but only an approximation of it. In this paper, we present an
accurate solution for the indirect approach. It turns out that the required tools for that
are those developed for direct optimization. We therefore start with the fixed order
optimal control problem:

Given the n-th order plant

x(t) ^ AlX(t) + BlU(t) + DlW(t) (1)

y(t) = C\x{t) + D2w(t) (2)

where u(t) is the control input, y{t) is the measured output and w(t) is an unity intensity
white noise. The controller's order is fixed to be nc and it is given by

xc(t) = Acxc(t) + Bcy(t) (3)

u(t) = Ccxc{t) + Dcy{t) . (4)

We define the error signal as

z{t) = Eix{t) + E2u(t) (5)

and denote the closed-loop transfer function from w to z by H(s). The optimization
problem is:

find (Ac,Bc,Cc,Dc) that minimize / =
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The problem is a standard J?oo control problem when the infinity norm is used, and if
the 2-norm is used, it becomes the well-known LQG problem. The L2/H00 problem is
that of minimizing the L2 cost with the constraint that ||jf(s)||oo < 7, where 7 > 0.

The first step of the solution is to set up the augmented system

\ ] f x(t) 1 [£>! +BiDcD2

xc(t)\ ~ [ Bad Ac J [xe(i)\
 + [ BCD2

z(t) = [Ei + E2DcCi E2CC] \^U + E2DcD2w(t) . (7)

From these equations, the s. -lutions of the various cases are obtained by direct optimiza-
tion. Those equations are also the basis of th" results of this paper. To approximate
the closed-loop transfer function, it is commonly suggested to minimize

J = j!(7 + P(s)C(s))-lP(s)[C(s) - Cr{s)](I + P^Ci*))-1 II (8)

where P(s) is the plant, C'(s) and Cr(s) are the full-order and reduced-order controllers
respectively. This criterion is an approximation under certain assumptions on the error
between the two closed-loops. It is a special case of the general problem of model order
reduction with input and output frequency weighting, which is minimization of

J = \\Wo(s){G(s) - Gr(s)}Wi(s)\\ . (9)

G(s) is a stable, n-th order system and Gr(s) is its nr-th order approximation. Wi{s)
and Wo(s) are stable input and output weighting matrices respectively. The opti-
mization problem can be solved directly. However, the derivation can be considerably
simplified: using some new definitions the problem can be reformulated in a form iden-
tical to (6)-(7). The equivalent A\, B\, C\, D\, D2, E\ and E2 are given in terms of
the known realizations of G(s), WQ{S) and W{{s). Hence the frequency weighted model
order reduction problem can be reformulated as a control problem, which has known
solutions.

The same approach can be applied to optimal compensator order reduction. The most
natural criterion for this problem is the approximation of the closed-loop transfer func-
tion. That leads to the criterion:

#
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[I + C(s)P(s)]~1C(s) - [I + Cr

i - Cr(s)[I W ^
(10)

[J + P(^)C(S)]-1P(s)C(s) ~[I + P^Cri*)}-1 P{s)Cr(s)

[I + PWCM-iPXs) -{1 + P(s)Cr(s))-lP(s)

which approximates the transfer function matrices from the reference r and the distur-

bance signals d to the output y and control signals u. Special cases of this criterion

involve minimizing the error in only one of the transfer functions. As before, by redefin-

ing the parameter matrices and the optimization variables, equations similar to (6)-(7)

are obtain*. Hence the closed loop approximation problem can also be interpreted as

solved as an optimal control problem. An important conclusion is that with no addi-

tional complexity one can solve the "true" controller order reduction problem given in

(10) instead of the approximated one in (8).

Another issue of interest is the characterization of the equivalent LQG problems that

arise when each one of the four transfer functions in (10) is approximated. The ap-

proximation of the transfer function from the reference to the control signal leads to

a nonsingular LQG problem. In the transfer function from r to y, the problem is

equivalent to a cheap control problem. In the LQG problem that corresponds to the

approximation of the closed loop transfer function from d to u, the estimation side is

singular, i.e. there is no measurement noise. Finally, the optimal approximation of the

transfer function from d to y defines a completely singular LQG problem, i.e. both the

control side and the estimation side are singular. Another possible extension is addi-

tional frequency weighting in equation (10) to ensure tight approximation at prespecified

frequency ranges.
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MODELING AND SIMULATION OF ELASTIC AND FRICTION
FORCES IN BEARINGS FOR PRECISE MOTION CONTROL

Avraham Harnoy, Bernard Friedland and Hanuman Rachoor
New Jersey Institute of Technology
Newark, New Jersey, U.SoA.

There is no need for models to characterize dynamic friction for precise motion control of
mechanical systems. In fact, we are interested in all the resistance forces in the bearing
including friction as well as elastic reaction. The objective of the present study is to
develop a model which contains the memory function, as well as the elastic reaction
in a lubricated bearing. This model with the proper coefficients is expected to predict
the bearing resistance at any time. When the coefficients are determined, the model
can allow precise, on-line compensation of the resistance in bearings for precise motion
control. This can be achieved by generating additional, equivalent control torque to
counteract the resistance in the bearings [1].

Current models are based on empirical functions of friction versus steady velocity (the
Stribeck cm «e) [2]. However, closed loop control system often involves time variable
velocity, oscillating at small amplitudes around zero velocity. In such cases, the steady
friction model is not adequate for two reasons: First, the actual friction is not only a
function of the instantaneous velocity, but also entails dynamic effects (memory function
of velocity history). Second, near the zero velocity there are significant elastic effects of
the deformation of the surface asperities as well as in the support of the bearing sleeve.
In the case of a shaft mounted inside a bearing, the resistance to the rotation of the
shaft includes friction torque due to sliding between the surfaces of the bearing and
shaft as well as a torque due to elastic deformation in the system. The energy losses
due to sliding are dissipated as heat in the bearing, while the elastic displacement is a
recoverable potential energy.

It is well known that there is a small, elastic presliding displacement, when the tangential
force between two loaded surfaces is increased gradually. Very small presliding elastic
deflections, of a few microns, have been measured by Rabinovicz [3] between loaded
steel surfaces. Dahl [4] observed larger elastic displacement in rolling bearings. The
presliding deflection is explained by elastic shear deformation of the surface asperities.
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At the same time, the bearing sleeve is always supported by an elastic structure and

must have a small, elastic angular-compliance when subjected to the bearing friction

torque. This study investigates the roll of the sleeve angular compliance and includes

it in the dynamic model.

In a sleeve bearing at high speed, the fluid film separates completely between the slid-

ing surfaces and the friction function is determined by the principles of hydrodynamic

lubrication. At lower speed range, there is a mixed friction where the load is supported

partly by a contact between the surface asperities and partly by the oil film pressure.

At very low speed, there is a boundary friction, where the load is carried completely by

mechanical contact. A detailed discussion of the bearing's friction regimes is included

in a recent monograph by Armstrong-Helouvry [5].

The dynamic model in this study is based on the hydrodynamic lubrication theory

of a short bearing at the various regines as well as on the elastic compliance of the

sleeve and surface asperities. It is shown that the dynamic sliding friction is governed

by the motion of the shaft in the direction normal to the rubbing surfaces. A set

of differential equations, relating instantaneous friction to the dynamic state of the

system, was developed and solved. The solution is presented in the form of curves of

the resistance force in the bearing versus dynamic, sinusoidal shaft velocity.

The results show a hysteresis effect, which compares with previous dynamic friction

experiments with lubricated surfaces. In addition, the elastic deformation eliminates

the step-function at zero velocity predicted by the classical Coulomb friction model.

Also, the results show that the elastic effects play a role over the entire velocity range,

including sliding. It is possible to design a bearing with more angular sleeve compliance,

in order to moderate the fast changes in the bearing friction near zero velocity. Such

angular compliant bearing can have advantages when ultra high precision motion is

required.
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SOME TERMINAL PROBLEMS FOR ONE BILINEAR SYSTEM

Valery Hayman
25/2 Pinhas Rutenberg Street
Ram at Gan, Israel

This talk is concerned with finite-dimensional reducing of some terminal problems for

one bilinear scalar control system; namely, we consider the following formulations:

(a) maximizing of linear terminal functional, i.e., the problem of optimal control,

(b) transfer into fixed point of attainability zone.

Our aim is to reduce these problems to the finite-dimensional ones: the problem of

finite-dimensional optimization and the problem of algebraic equations deciding. We

would like to get constructive algorithms and to determine properties of solutions. Let

us consider on time segment [0,1], the following bilinear control system in Rn:

x = uAx + uC + D, x(0) = XQ . (1)

Here A-matrice nxn, C, .D-columns, u-scalar bounded controlling parameter: u G [a, b].

Denote by U the set of all measurable functions (controls) u(-) such that u{t) G [a, b]

for a.a. t G [0,1]. Name U the class of permissible controls. Denote by K(-\U(-)) the

trajectory of (1), generated by permissible control tt(-) G U. Fix p G Rn.

Problem 1.

p r K ( l | u ( - ) ) ^ m a x , u(-)GU. (2)

We have considered this problem for a < 0 < 6 and 0 < a < b.

1.1. Let a < 0 < b. Then there exists a piece-constant optimal control u°(-) € U

of problem 1 such that u°(t) € {a, 0, b] for a.a. t £ [0,1] and has no more than 2

switchings.

2.2. Let 0 < a < b. In this case we have first to construct some continuous function <£>(•)

(by means of explicit formulae, including parameters of system (1)), defined on segment

[0, b]. If this function <p has a finite number of local extremes on [0, b] then there exists

a bang-bang optimal control «°(-) G U of problem 1 such that u°(t) G {a. b} for a.a.

t G [0,1] and has no more than M switchings (here M is the number of <y?'s local extrmes

on [0,6].

Both in 1.1 and 1.2 there are solution constructing algorithms based on finite-dimensional

optimization problems.
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Denote by H the zone of attainability for system (1):

Problem 2. For fixed point k 6 H find control «(•) G U such that

K =

The definition of attainability zone allows existence of the solution. But the question

we are interested in is to get some constructive creating method and to find out the

properties of the solution.

We have considered the problem for a = 0 < b and a < 0 < b.

2 .1 . Let a = 0 < b. Then there exists a bang-bang transfer control u(-) G U such that

u(t) G {0, b} for a.a. t G [0,1] and has no more than 2(n + 1) switchings. (A reminder

that n is a dimension of phase-space.)

2.2. Let a < 0 < b. Then there exists a piece-constant transfer control u(-) £ U such

that u(t) € {a, 0, b) for a.a. / G [0,1] and has no more than 2(n + 2) switchings.

Both in 2.1 and 2.2 there exist explicit formulae allowing construction of some transfer

control only upon the set of switchings. The latter come from some system of alge-

braic equations, including parameters of system (1). We would remark that we can

conform the set of switchings generating some transfer control, to the according point

of attainability zone. So we can introduce an attainability zone in a finite-dimensional

parametrization (where switchings play parameters). This allows us in particular, to

reduce for system (1) the optimal control problem with any terminal functional to the

problem of finite-dimensional optimization.
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ISODYNAMICAL FLOWS ON SPACES OF SYSTEMS:
APPLICATIONS TO MODEL REDUCTION AND POLE PLACEMENT

Uwe Helmke
University of Regensburg
Regensburg, Germany

In this talk a general class of dynamical systems evolving on spaces of linear systems
is considered. These flows, termed isodynamical flows, preserve invariants of a system,
such as the associated transfer function or the output feedback orbit. They are shown
to be useful in deriving recursive numerical algorithms for model reduction, sensitivity
optimization or pole assignment. Further interesting connections are with isospectral
matrix flows in numerical linear algebra and matching problems considered by Brockett.
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ROBUST PARTIAL DECOUPLING OF A STRONGLY COUPLED
MIMO SYSTEM: A COMPARATIVE DESIGN EXAMPLE

L. Hillel S. Faibish H. Rotstein
Hilel Engineering Ltd. RAFAEL Technion - Israel Institute
Haifa, Israel Haifa, Israel of Technology, Haifa, Israel

The purpose of the paper is to present a design example of a serial controller for a
MIMO system which simultaneously achieves robustness and partial decoupling. The
design procedure was introduced in [1] and [2] and ensures the desired performance of
the closed loop, including the decoupling properties.

The decoupling is accomplished by combining H°° design techniques with criteria for
diagonal dominance of the closed-loop transfer function. The design method is based
on the necessary and sufficient conditions [lj for the existence of such a controller. In
order to prove the decoupling performance of the closed-loop system, we compare the
behavior of the decoupled system with the behavior of a closed-loop obtained by using
common /z — synthesis ([3], [4]) H°° design procedure.

The stability and robustness properties of the closed-loop are similar for both designs,
but the new method ensures also partial decoupling of the closed-loop transfer function
matrix. The plant used for the example is a generic bank-to-turn missile used for testing
different guidance and control techniques. A hybrid simulator of the missile was built
in the Robotics and Control Laboratory of the Electrical Engineering Department at
the Technion, and used for testing the decoupling properties of the controller. A bank-
to-turn aircraft is an example of a highly coupled MIMO system for whom the design
of a decoupling controller is a very difficult task.

The problem of achieving decoupling in MIMO control systems was very popular in the
SO's. In that period the effort was usually directed towards achieving completely decou-
pled aircraft guidance controllers. In the bank-to-turn aircraft case complete ^^ -̂oupiing
(over all frequency domain) is not possible or practical for implementation, b'N:ause of
the limited control resources (fuel).

When complete decoupling is not practical, one can attempt to achieve decoupling over
a specific frequency range. The present design ensures decoupling over the desired
frequency range while preserving the robustness to disturbances and parameter uncer-
tainties of the plant. This is obtained by bounding the largest singular value of the
v 'ghted sensitivity matrix while combining it with additional restrictions on the H00
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norm of the R matrix (the transfer function from input to control), to achieve minimum

control efforts and on the H°° norm of the weighted closed-loop transfer function matrix

to achieve robust stability. The design example shows the trade-off between decoupling

and control effort as compared to the control effort needed for achieving robust sta-

bility without achieving decoupling. The partial decoupling and features, and robust

performance, are obtained by suitable selection of the weighting matrices. The art of

the design consists in the optimal selection of the weighting matrices.

Several simulation results of the closed-loop with decoupling and non-decoupling con-

trollers are presented, as well as a sensitivity study to the selection of the weighting

matrices and to the frequency range where the partial decoupling has to be achieved.
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STABILI1Y OF TIME DELAY SYSTEMS
W TH DISC UNCERTAINTIES

Judith Hocherman and Ezra Zeheb
Technion - Israel Institute of Technology
Haifa 32000, Israel

In this talk we treat the problem of robust stability of time delay systems. The systems
under consideration are commensurate time delay systems with disc coefficients and
interval delays.

It will be naive to assume that a practical system will include only simple types of
uncertainties (e.g., interval uncertainties). However, it is useful to develop simple criteria
for stability of some special uncertainties (intervals, discs, diamonds), so that every given
practical system could be approximated by one of the above-mentioned special cases.

In this work we deal with the robust stability of time delay systems whose coefficients
are known to lie within given discs. This is a natural generalization of the case of
systems with real interval coefficients to the case of complex coefficients.

We derive some conditions for stability dependent on delay of the above-mentioned
systems. The conditions, which are obtained using the "circular arithmetic", are based
on finding the value set of the family and on applying the "zero exclusion principle".
This leads to simply applied frequency domain criteria for stability.
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NONLINEAR CONTROL OF SERVO SYSTEMS
AFFECTED BY FRICTION FORCES

Xiaoming Hu
Royal Institute of Technology
Stockholm, Sweden

In this talk we consider the nonlinear control of a servo-system containing friction:

i

1

F
I

1
J

&J

Where the block F represents the friction force. In order to design a control law which
compensates the effects caused by friction, the first step is to choose an appropriate
friction model. It is well known that the friction force strongly depends on the relative
velocity, and for different ranges of relative velocity, the characteristics of the friction
force are quite different. The classical methods divide the friction into a stiction zone
for zero velocity and Coulomb and viscous friction for nonzero velocity. However, this
model fails to predict the low frequency oscillations, say in a precision servo task, and
is difficult to simulate. In order to solve these problems, Karnopp's model is proposed
where the stiction zone is broadened to an interval around zero velocity. In simulations,
Karnopp's model has successfully predicted the low frequency oscillations. However in
this talk we will show that by using Karnopp's model, no feedback control law can
stabilize the system, say, in a precision servo situation. This, of course, contradicts our
intuition and experience. Theoretically, this is because in Karnopp's model, the spring
action is not considered.
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Recently there has been a new friction model developed by Olsson and Astrom, in
which the spring action is described by a dynamical system. Unlike Karnopp's model,
this model does not contain any discontinuities. In our simulations it has successfully
predicted the low frequency oscillations. In this talk we will explain that it is unlikely
to find a linear feedback control law to stabilize the system in a precision servo situa-
tion. By using modern nonlinear control theory, nonlinear feedback control laws will be
designed to improve the performance of the system.
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A NONLINEAR OPTIMA! GREENHOUSE CONTROL
PROBLEM WITH HEATING AND VENTILATION

Ilya Ioslovich, Per-Olof Gut man and Ido Seginer
Technion — Israel Institute of Technology
Haifa, Israel

A simplified non-linear dynamic model of greenhouse crop growth with constraints on
the state and the control signal is considered. The weather is assumed to be known.
The optimization criterion is to minimize the heating and ventilation cost.

The nonlinear optimal control problem was previously solved for the case when venti-
lation carries no cost. In this talk, the case is considered when both the heating cost,
and the ventilation cost are included in the criterion. The properties of the optimal
solutions are presented. It is found that neighbouring maxima and minima of a par-
ticular function of the outside temperature, the solar radiation, and the heat transfer
coefficient, decide if heating or ventilation has to be applied. A numerical example is
given.
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AN EQUATION-BASED APPROACH TO THE
CONTROL OF DISCRETE EVENT SYSTEMS
WITH APPLICATIONS TO MANUFACTURING

E. W. Kamen
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A.

Although there exists a very well developed theory of modeling and control for contin-
uous variable dynamical systems (CVDS), as of yet there is no comparable counterpart
for the study of discrete event dynamical systems (DEDS). A number of approaches have
been proposed for the study of DEDS, but most of the existing work is not equation
based; in particular, the generation of controls is not based on a dynamical equation
representation of the system. This is the case for the Petri net model approach to
DEDS, where system behavior and control are studied by computer simulation.

There has been some work on the generation of an equation-based approach to the study
of DEDS; in particular, there is the "minimax algebra" approach originally considered by
Cunighame-Green [1], and developed by G. Cohen et al. [2], and there is the (stochastic)
timed discrete event approach of Cassandras and Strickland [3]. A key feature of this
past work is the generation of a dynamical equation model for the timings of the discrete
events in the DEDS.

In first part of the talk the focus is on the generation of a dynamical equation for the
timings of the discrete events in a manufacturing system. The resulting model is of the
form

X(k + 1) = A(k)X(k) + B(k)U(k + 1)

Y{K) = C(k)X(k)

where X(k) is a vector of start times for the fc-th performance of the machines/
processes in the system, V(k) is a vector of arrival times of parts/raw materials to
the system, and Y(k) is the output time of the manufactured product. The coefficient
matrices A(k) and B(k) are in general a function of the performance index k due to
variable service times from run-to-run. Finally, one should observe that the above
equations are evaluated by using the definitions of sum and product given by a + b —
max(a, b) and ab — a -f b (the ordinary sum). In other words, the above system model
is defined over the "max-plus algebra."
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The second part of the talk deals with the generation of controls based on the above
system model. The central problem of interest is the generation of U(k) so as to op-
timize the timings in the manufacturing system; for example, an important problem is
the selection of an "optimal" U(k) that will minimize the idle times of the machines
comprising the system, or that will maximize the throughput. In solving such problems,
the emphasis is on the use of state feedback control of the form U(k + 1) = L(k)X(k),
which is feasible in those cases for which the state X(k) can be measured or estimated.
Results will presented on the use of state feedback control. As will be shown, the gener-
ation of controls U(k) is based in part of the formulation of a dual for the model given
above.
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ARE THE APPROXIMATE AND THE CLARKE
SUBGRADIENTS GENERICALLY EQUAL?

Haggai Katriel
University of Haifa
Haifa, Israel

The approximate subgradient and the Clarke subgradient are two important objects of

nonsmooth analysis and its applications to optimization and control. In 1984 A.D. Ioflfe

asked whether it is true that the two subgradients are equal for a generic function at a

generic point. "Generic" can mean either a set o: full measure or a dense Gf, set. We

show here that for functions on the real line the answer is positive in both senses, in

fact the two subgradients coincide except on a countable set. For spaces of dimension

2 or higher, we construct a counterexample which shows that the subgradients may

differ on a set whose complement has arbitrarily small positive measure. Whether the

subgradients coincide on a dense Gg set for dimension 2 or higher remains an open

problem.
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A WEIGHTED ADAMYAN-AROV-KREIN PROBLEM (A PROBLEM
ON THE COMPLETION OF A PARTIAL MATRIX VALUED
FUNCTION) AS A CLASSICAL INTERPOLATION PROBLEM

Victor Katsnelson
The Weizmann Institute of Science
Rehovot, Israel

The weighted approximation problem can be formulated in the following way. Three

operator valued functions Rg, Rj and tp are given, which are defined on the unit circle

T: Rg:T-> Horn {H\), Rd : T -» Horn (Di2) and y> : T -» Horn (M2, 0i\). (M2, Oil

are Hilbcrt spaces.) The operator valued functions Rg, Rd are non negative: Rg(t) >

0, Rd{t) > 0 {t. G T), and the operator valued function ip is antianalytic. By definition,

the function w : T —»• Horn (!K2> 3^1) w a solution of the weighted approximation problem

if it is analytic and if the operator valued function Rg(t)~ 2 (w(t) + <p(t))Rd(t)~ 2 25

contractive on T. More formally, that means that the inequality

Rg(t)
 w(t)'

w*(t)+<p*(t) Rd(t)

holds for almost all < 6 T .

This formulation of the weighted approximation problem is intermediate. It is only a

stage on the way to the final formulation of this problem as a completion problem. The

functions Rg(t) and Rd{t) (at least if these functions are not very bad) admit harmonic

extensions to the unit disk D>. Hence there exist holomorphic functions a\ :—* Hom(!Ki)

and G12 :—> Hom(lK2) such that the equalities for their boundary values a\(t) + a^(t) —

Rg(t), a,2(t) -f- a\(t) = Rd{t) hold true on T. The inequality (1) now has the form

W{t) + W*(t) >0(t<ET) where

a2

(2)

(h(z) := <f*(z)). Thus we come to the following formulation of the weighted approxima-

tion problem of an antianalytic function by means of analytic functions.

The completion problem. The incomplete block-matrix function

ai(z) ?
h(z) a2(z)
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is given in which the entries a\ : D —> Horn (!Kj), 02 : D -+ Horn (IK2)

Horn (Oil, % ) a^e holomorphic operator valued functions in D. 27ie solution of this

completion problem is an arbitrary holomorphic operator valued function

w :—» Horn (IK2, IK1), ^tic/t î ffli iAe completed block-matrix function W(z) of the form

(2) has a nonnegative real part t'nD, that is, the inequality W(z)-\-W*(z) > 0 is fulfilled

for all z e B>.

The solvability criterion of the completion problem and the description of the set of all

solutions are given.

The completion problem is considered as a so-called classical interpolation problem. In

particular, the Lyapounov Identity is obtained.
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TIME DECAY RATES FOR CERTAIN CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS
LINEAR PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

Mate! Kelemen
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
Beer-Sheva, Israel

The zeros of the characteristic polynomial of many important physical systems (e.g.

the wave equation, the Schrodinger equation) are situated on the imaginary axis. This

causes a very slow decay in the time variable of the solution (driven by initial conditions)

of such systems, decay rate which usually improves when the dimension of the space

variable increases.

In this article we show that, by displacing (e.g. by feedback) the zeros belonging to

any compact svibset of the imaginary axis to the left of it, one can change dramatically

this situation. Indeed, one can achieve polynomial decay of any degree in the time

variable of the modulus of the solution, uniformly in the space variable, provided the

initial conditions are smooth enough. The relation between smoothness and decay is

established in a quantitative way. The systems under investigation are linear PDE's

with constant coefficients, with leading coefficient in the time derivative bounded away

from zero, and in one space variable running over the real line.

The decay is not exponential in time because the zeros approach at infinity the imaginary

axis.
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ROBUST CONTROL AND IDENTIFICATION:
AN OVERVIEW

Pramod P. Khargonekar
The University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan, U.S.A.

In this talk, we will give an overview of the current and recent research in robust control
and identification. The talk is intended to be accessible to a general audience. Thus,
for the most part the focus will be on problem formulations and representative results
rather than detailed technical issues.

After discussing the basic robust control problems, we will describe our recent research
in multiple objective control. In particular, we will discuss mixed ^2 /^00
control and filtering problems. These problems are motivated by the fact that control
design invariably involves trade-offs among competing objectives. Thus, control design
can be regarded as a multiple objective optimization publem. Mixed ^2 /^00 problem
is one such multiple objective design problem.

Robust control theory assumes that a nominal system model along with bounds on
uncertainty is given. This raises the question: how can we construct such models
from input-output data. Robust identification is a relatively new research direction
that attempts to address this problem. We will present some recent results along this
direction.

Finally, we will offer some thoughts on the relations between control theory and control
applications.
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NECESSARY OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS FOR A GENERALIZED
PROBLEM OF PRODUCTION SCHEDULING

Eugene Khmelnitsky and Konstantin Kogan
Tel Aviv University
Ram at Aviv, Israel

This research concerns a derivation and study of necessary optimality conditions for
scheduling in flexible manufacturing systems. The canonical form of the optimal control
problem for continuous time production and setup processes is stated and extremal
behavior of the system is analyzed. This is accomplished by means of the maximum
principle which is applied to the problem with irregular mixed constraints on control
and state variables and three typical forms of objective function.
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DESIGN OF ROBUST DIGITAL CONTROLLERS FOR
SISSO SYSTEMS USING THE COMBINED POLE
PLACEMENT/SENSITIVITY FUNCTIONS SHAPING

I.D. Landau F. Rolland C. Cyrot
Laboratoire d'Automatique Adaptech Laboratoire d'Automatique
de Grenoble, France France de Grenoble, France

This talk presents a methodology for the design of robust digital controllers for SISO

systems. The method combines the pole placement with the sensitivity function shaping

in the frequency domain. In order to simultaneously assure good performances and

robustness of the design with respect to plant model uncertainty.

The pole placement which is one of the most popular design technique in digital control

of SISO systems requires the specification of the desired closed loop poles. In general

only the dominant poles are specified. The performances and robustness of the control

system will depend however upon the choice of the dominant and auxiliary closed loop

poles which can be specified as well upon some pre specified fixed parts of the controller,

is therefore important to develop a design methodology which can allow a full speci-

ncation of the desired closed loop poles and of the fixed parts of the contrcller in order

to meet the performance and robustness specifications.

The methodology proposed emphasizes the importance of the modulus margin (the

inverse of the H infinity norm of the output sensitivity function) of the delay margin

and of the shaping of the sensitivity function in the design of digital controllers. The

robustness approach clarify how the desired closed loop poles have to be chosen when

using pole placement. The shaping of the sensitivity function in order to meet the

performance and robustness specifications is done by specifying the auxiliary desired

closed loop poles and by specifying some fixed parts in the controller.

The method is iterative but the significative number of applications already considered

show that the number of iterations is in general small (3 to 4 iterations).
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The methodology will be illustrated by its applications to the:

- control of a very flexible robot arm featuring three very little damped vibration modes
(damping : 0.032, 0.027, 0.044) with load variations

- control of the level of the liquid steel in continuous steel casting

- control of a flexible transmission (with two lightly damped vibration modes)

The relationship with other approaches and in particular with the H infinity approach
will be discussed.
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CONVERGENCE OF SOLUTIONS TO EQUATIONS
ARISING IN NEURAL NETWORKS

Arie Leizarowitz
Technion - Israel Institute of Technology
Haifa, Israel

We study polynomial ordinary differential systems

M{t) = QM- M(M'QM),M(0) = M0,t > 0

where Q > O i s a n n x n matrix and M(t) is an n x k matrix. It is proved that as t
grows to infinity the solution M(t) tends to a limit BU, where U is a k x k orthogonal
matrix and B is an n x k matrix whose columns are k pairwise orthogonal, normalized
eigenvectors of Q. Moreover, for almost every MQ these eigenvectors correspond to the k
maximal eigenvalues of Q, and for an arbitrary Q with independent columns we provide
a procedure of computing B by employing elementary matrix operations on Mo- This
result is significant for the study of certain neural network systems, and in this context
it shows that M(co) provides a Principal Component Analyzer.
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HIGHER ORDER SLIDING MODES

A. Levant (L. Levantovsky)
Institute for Industrial Mathematics
Beer-Sheva, Israel

The main idea of variable structure systems (VSS) is to choose a special constraint
which, being fulfilled, will provide the process with the required features and, therefore,
will remove the uncertainty of the process. Sliding modes are used for this purpose.
Such modes provide for accurate performance and are insensitive to external and internal
disturbances. Yet regular sliding modes are characterized in practice by a high switching
frequency of control which may cause problems in applications. A new kind of sliding
algorithms described below, features a bounded control which continuously depends on
time and guarantees precise constraint fulfillment within a finite time. Such algorithms
may be used for design of robust differentiators and observers. Successive use of such
subsystems and algorithms is demonstrated on a practical example of aircraft pitch
control under uncertainty conditions.

Let a = 0 be the constraint and the dynamic system be of relative degree 1. We shall
fulfill two constraints <r = a = 0 instead of the one given. For this purpose the state
space is extended by addition of the control value, u, as a new coordinate. Now the full
time derivative of the constraint function, &, may be considered as a regular function,
defined on the extended state space. Let the time derivative of the control signal, ii, be
regarded as a new control (in any case, the factual control is still the input variable of
the dynamic system, u). Keeping a+& = 0, the stated auxiliary problem may be solved
by the VSS approach. This will provide for the joint fulfillment of the two constraints in
infinite time by means of continuous control u(t). The motion in the mode a = a = 0
is called second order sliding mode. It has to be marked, that the function <r(t, x,u) is
considered here as an unknown function, and only the current value &(t, x(t),u(t)) (or
some approximation of it) is to be obtained in real time by handling observation data.

In a similar way sliding modes a = a — • • • = <?(r~1' = a^' = 0 of an arbitrary order
r are described (Levantovsky 1985, Emelyanov et al. 1986a, 1990, Chang 1990, Sira-
Ramirez 1992, Levant, to appear). With discrete measurements such modes may provide
a sliding precision of up to the r-th order with respect to the time interval between the
measurements. The regular sliding modes are of the first order. An algorithm providing
for achievement of the stable sliding mode of the r-th order in finite time is called sliding
algorithm of the r-th order. The author knows such algorithms for r — 1,2,3 (the last
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is still not published).

Assume that under some circumstances a regular sliding algorithm u = —sign a provides

for existence of the regular sliding mode a — 0. Then under some reasonable conditions

the following are examples of second order sliding algorithms:

—u with |u| > 1 ,
1. u — ^ —«m sign a with <ra < 0 , |«| < 1 ,

sign a with aa > 0 , \u\ < 1 ;

2. u = u\+U2 ,

a , |<r| > (To

•{::

where a ^ > am > 0 , 0 < /9 < 0.5 , A, a, ao > 0. In practice, a is replaced by the first

difference. Second order sliding precision is provided.
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CONVERGENCE OF A RECURSIVE RATIONAL
INTERPOLATION-BASED IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM

John H. Lilly
University of Louisville
Louisville, Kentucky, U.S.A.

This talk investigates the convergence properties of a new adaptive system identifica-
tion algorithm which we call recursive rational interpolation [1]. This method finds a
model whose frequency response matches that of the plant at a number of identification
frequencies. The algorithm utilizes a special recursive version of the discrete Fourier
transform, the Moving Discrete Fourier Transform (MDFT), to monitor the system in-
puts and outputr. The model is then identified from MDFT data. We now give a brief
summary of the method and the contributions of this talk.

Let the continuous signal x(t) be sampled every At seconds, and define the nth sequence

of x to be {xn, • • •, a-n+Jv_i}. If XJ™ is the kth. frequency component of the DFT of the
nth sequence of x, then it can be shown [2] that X^ ' can be expressed recursively
in terms of X}™ as follows:

x{n+l} = [x{n} _xn + Xn+rf]W-k ( 1 )

where W — exp(— j2ir/N). It is well known that, under certain circumstances, X^ can
be taken as a frequency component in the signal x(t) at the frequency /^ = k/NAt)Hz.

Assume that a &th-order model of the form

a(D)y(t) = (3(D)u(t) (2)

for a given SISO plant is desired, where a{D) is a fcth-order unknown monic polynomial
in the differential operator D = d/dt, and fl(D) is an unknown polynomial of order k— 1
or less. Thus, (2) can be rewritten in the form:

Dky = -ak^Dk-ly any + fa^D^u + • • • + (3Qu (3)

This can be rewritten as
Y{t) = i>TZ{t) (4)

where
Y(t) = Dky{t) (5)
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»/>T = [-ajfc-i, • • •, - a o , fik-u •' •, A)] (6)

The algorithm involves exciting the plant with any periodic function, and taking MDFTs

of the plant inputs and outputs at the identification frequencies (chosen by the designer)

in order to parametrize Y(t) and Z(t) with constants derived from the MDFT magni-

tude and phase data [2] at each time step. In this way, all entries in the vectors Y(t)

and Z(t) can be parametrized at each time step. Since (5) is in the standard sequen-

tial linear form (i.e. Y and Z containing measured data and tp a vector of unknown

parameters), the parameters ip can be estimated using standard parameter estimation

techniques. Incidentally, note that, although parametrizations for derivatives of u and y

are obtained, no derivatives of the signals are actually taken. It can be shown that noise

in the signals introduces errors in Y(t) and Z(t) which remain in the same proportion to

the signal magnitude with higher derivatives and do not increase in size relative to signal

magnitude, as they would if noisy signals were differentiated. In fact, the algorithm has

proven quite robust to input and output noise in simulations.

An extension of this algorithm to MIMO plants is also contained in [1]. This method has

been shown in simulations to be an effective means of finding reduced-order models for

MIMO systems (see [1], where a 6-state model is found for a 2-input 2-output 10-state

plant).

The main thrust of this talk is to investigate convergence of the above algorithm. Con-

vergence has been indicated in simulations, but has not been proven formally in the

literature. The proof consists of two main parts. Part one is a verification that (4)

- (7), with MDFT data used to parametrize the entries of Y and Z, indeed describes

the process accurately at each time step under certain circumstances. Part two derives

conditions under which the parameter estimates converge to their true values. The

requirement can be translated into a persistent excitation condition on the plant input.
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THE PRINCIPLE OF DEEP NEGATIVE FEED BACK
IN AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS

Mikhail V. Meerov
2/12 Wingate
Kiryat Ono, Israel

The automatic control systems design is based on the negative feedback principle. The

synthesis structure of a control system, however, is not in any way drawn from the

negative feedback principle. It is easily shown that feedback structure systems with

absolutely different features can be formed from the same elements. The synthesis

structure of control systems presents an independent important problem.

In linear systems two parameters deserve particular attention - the gain K and the

delay. To evaluate the significance of these parameters we shall deduce the follow-

ing peculiarities of control systems. Assume that a dynamical system with a negative

feedback has, in an open loop state, a transfer function

Uout __ KR(s)
Uin ~ Q(s)

where K is the gain of the system, R(s) and Q(s) are polynomials. Then, in the closed

loop state the transfer function will have the form

Wis) =
Q(s) + KR(s) '

Assume that we can unlimitedly enlarge K. Then, denoting m = \/K we have:

lim ——— -——- = 1 .
m->0 mQ(s) + R(s)

We get the ideal reproduction of the reference control function. Still, this result is

reasonable if the system keeps stable. Here the stabilizing problem is first of all the

structure synthesis problem.

Now, let us consider linear feedback systems with delay. In the simplest case when only

one delay is present, a system with a however large a gain is described by a transfer

function of the following form:

R{s)e — T.I

mQ(s) + R(s)e-rs '
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Here it is necessary to secure stability of the transcendental equation or, in the simplest

case, the quasi-polynomial equation. The stability problem here is also the problem of

the synthesis structure. We should note that to this class of systems belongs the most

important class of sample-date systems, in which the delay is their organic feature. The

problem of the synthesis structure of sample-date systems is to a great degree reduced

to the synthesis of a continuous component of the sample-date system.

In systems with Smith's predictor where it is practically impossible to realize an ideal

model of the object with delay, it is all the more impossible to create a model able to

follow changes in the object in the process of work. The problem consists of design-

ing a structure capable of securing stability when, in the process of work, a divergence

appears between the object and the model, and a delay appears in the system. Fi-

nally, the adaptation problem in the presence of external disturbance, measurable or

immeasurable, is also a problem of structure synthesis.

The deep negative feedback principle offered here is a principle which allows us to

solve the mentioned problems. Its essence is based on the combination of the common

negative feedback principle with the synthesis structure of control systems, stable at any

gains, however large they may be. The singular perturbation systems also belong to this

class of systems, in which however, large gains or, correspondingly, small parameters

are present.

The presented principle is based on the author's previous results in the field of synthesis

structure of linear continuous systems, stable at unlimited gain enlargement [1] and on

their further development and advancement in the whole class of the above-mentioned

systems.
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TWO-BLOCK PROBLEM FOR SYSTEMS WITH DELAY

Leonid Nairn ark
Technion - Israel Institute of Technology
Haifa, Israel

A standard two-block H°° weighted minimization problem for infinite dimensional sys-

tems with special structure of the plant and weighted filters is considered. The choice of

weighted filters Wi(a, b) and W2(a,6), which are taken as first order rational functions,

depending on two free parameters a and b, allows reduction of the two-block problem

to a one-block problem. The plant was taken as a pure delay function P = e~ha. The

reduced one block problem is to find p = infQj G//<x> \\W — mQ\ ||oo over the set of all sta-

bilizing controllers Q\, where m is inner and not rational function. The problem can be

solved using operator theory methods and finally may be rewritten as a transcendental

algebraic equation in the variable p and two free parameters b and h/a.

We solved the abovementioned transcendental equation for different values of parameters

and plotted p versus a, b and h. Using skew Toeplitz operator theory we derived the

expression Q = R\/(l + B^ni) for the optimal two-block problem controller, where

R\ and R2 are two rational explicitly computed functions, depending on the optimal

performance p.

The optimal controller is an infinite dimensional function, and needs to be approximated

by a rational controller. One approach is to replace m in the expression for Q by a

finite approximated function. Unfortunately, in the case when the plant is pure delay,

the approximated sensitivity function does not converge uniformly to the optimal one.

Instead, we use known procedure for parameterization of the suboptimal solution using

an H°° function u, ||"||oo < 1 as free parameter. A special choice of the function u

can be made in order to guarantee uniform approximation of the sensitivity function,

including at the high frequency range. Thus, stability and good performance for a

suboptimal approximated controller can be obtained.

These results can be generalized in two directions. The set of all proper weights W\ and

W2 for which the two-block problem reduces to a one-block problem can be described.

Furthermore, instead of pure delay, one can work with more general plants in the form

P = Pom, where m is inner and PQ is outer and rational, including computation of

the optimal controller and minimal performance. But, it can be done only for a fixed

parameter value of the weights, otherwise, complexity grows beyond control.
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A NONLINEAR LOW ORDER MODEL OF A DRIVE WITH
SHAFT TORSION AND BACKLASH: SIMULATIONS,
MEASUREMENTS, COMPARISONS AND DESIGNS

Mattias Nordin Johann Galic
The Royal Institute of Technology and ABB Drives AB
Stockholm, Sweden Vasteras, Sweden

For a drive with shaft torsion and backlash with a rubber damper it turns out that

the simple dead zone model is not sufficient. In this talk we try to achieve a better

model without raising the order of the system, i.e., we do not use an extra state for

the shaft. In order to do so, we smooth the dead zone with a parable and the damping

with a linear function. Furthermore, we restrict the shaft force so that there is no pull

force, which would be physically unfeasible. With the assumption that the shaft reaches

steady state in every time interval between hitting the load, we get a well working model

of the dynamics of the shaft.

The model gives simulation results that are very similar to measurements of a 60 kW

drive at ABB Drives AB's laboratory, which the simple dead zone model is unable to

do.

We also discuss which linear model is the "best" for design purposes if there is a limit

for the twist of the shaft. It turns out that the best is not the linear model for the

system without backlash. There are several motivations for using an elasticity constant

that is considerably lower than the real one.

Furthermore, we try to design a controller with good robust performance properties

using our novel "HOG design method for numerator and denominator multiplicative

uncertainty" (submitted for publication, CDC 1994).
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MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD MODAL PARAMETER IDENTI-
FICATION AND REALIZATION OF STOCHASTIC SYSTEMS

Yaakov Oshman and Tal Mendelboim
Technion - Israel Institute of Technology
Haifa, Israel

This paper addresses the problem of constructing an accurate mathematical model of a
dynamic system, utilizing measured system response. Recently, Juang and Pappa [1985]
developed a method which they called the Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (ERA).
This method is essentially an extension of the Ho and Kalman minimum realization
procedure [Ho and Kalman, 1965] for deterministic linear systems, which uses noise-free
data to construct a completely controllable (CC) and completely observable (CO) state
space representation (minimal realization) of the system. In contrast to the classical
system realization theory, which uses the Hankel matrix, the ERA algorithm operates
on a block data matrix which is called the generalized Hankel matrix. This matrix is
composed of the system measured (or otherwise estimated) impulse response (the sys-
tem Markov parameters), and is obtained from the Hankel matrix by deleting some rows
and columns. Thus, one is allowed to include in the analysis only data which is believed
to be "good" in some sense, e.g., "strongly measured" data. Next, using the singular
value decomposition (SVD), the singular values of the generalized Hankel matrix are
observed to determine the system order. In theory, the order is determined from the
number of nonzero singular values. In practice, the presence of noise in the measure-
ments yields nonzero singular values which should have been zero in the noise-free case.
Consequently, the analyst must choose, based on some rule, a threshold value for the
singular values, below which the singular values are considered to be attributable only
to noise (i.e., their "true" value should have been zero). Obviously, the choice of this
threshold may not be clear in cases where the true smallest singular values of the system
(i.e., those due to the system order) are on the order of, or sometimes even smaller than,
those singular values which are due to the noise. Assuming that the system order has
been successfully determined, the ERA method proceeds to compute a minimal realiza-
tion of the system. That is, it computes a triple of matrices (A, B, C), where A is the
system transition matrix, B is the control distribution matrix, C is the observation ma-
trix and (A, B) are CC and (A, C) are CO. Moreover, the realization produced by the
ERA algorithm is internally balanced (i.e., it is as controllable as it is observable). Since
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the eigenvalues of the system are invariant under a nonsingular transformation, i.e., all

minimal realizations have the same set of eigenvalues, the modal parameters (natural

frequencies and damping ratios) of the realized triple are the modal parameters of the

system. These parameters play an important role in certain applications, e.g., control

of large flexible structures.

As described, the ERA method is essentially a deterministic identification method. The

underlying assumptions it is based on are that there exist no process noise in the system

and, an even less realistic assumption, that the data it operates on is perfect (noise-

free). On the other hand, it is very simple to implement, involving only a singular value

decomposition of a block data matrix. Moreover, it has been shown to perform very well

with low-noise data [Juang and Pappa, 1986], mainly by virtue of the excellent numeri-

cal robustness of the SVD [Klema and Laub, 1980]. Because of these characteristics, the

ERA has become very popular in the last years, especially in large space structures ap-

plications, where experimental verification of the structure model (especially the modal

parameters) is sometimes possible only in orbit (e.g., huge space antennas). However,

as previously mentioned, severe problems arise for higher noise levels, where the ERA

cannot determine the system order very reliably, and, consequently, the system modal

parameters cannot be identified.

The objective of the research presented in this paper was to overcome the ERA's in-

herent inability to deal with stochastic systems. Based on a maximum likelihood (ML)

approach, the iterative algorithm developed in this paper augments the ERA with a

stochastic fixed-interval smoother, and seeks the optimal realization that minimizes

the negative log-likelihood function. The resulting combined realization/identification

scheme still enjoys the good characteristics of the ERA mentioned above, but can now

cope with stochastic systems (i.e. when the process noise cannot be neglected and/or

the measurements are contaminated with high noise). Heuristically, it can be said that,

in the combined scheme, the ERA algorithm is used for the realization task, while the

smoother is used for filtering out the noisy part of the data. Thus, the ERA operates

on a filtered data, to yield a realization which is much less affected by the noise. Being

a ML-type algorithm, it is consistent and asymptotically efficient. A numerical investi-

gation of the performance of the original, unaugmented ERA. In cases where the ERA

cannot determine the system order because the data is completely masked by noise,

the new algorithm was able to identify the order and realize an accurate mathematical

model of the system. Several typical examples are included in the paper.
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SECOND ORDER SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS OF THE OPTIMAL
CONTROL IN THE PROBLEM WITH UNCERTAIN DATA

V.A.Pertsel
Tel-Aviv University
Ram at Aviv, Israel

Introduction. This is an investigation of optimal control of the ensemble of trajecto-

ries corresponding to the set of possible initial values (or finite-dimensional parameter

set) with an integral functional and maximum-type functional. Such functionals are

encountered in the study of differential games and in the variety of practical problems,

especially in aerospace researches, economics and biology.

The Problem. On the trajectories of the controllable system x = f(t,x,u); t £

[to; ti] we wish to minimize a functional tp(x(ti)), and the only information about initial

condition is that x(ta) = y E Y. The control is to be chosen in advance and has to

be the same for all the initial conditions. Two approaches seem to be natural: either

minimize the mean value of the quality criterion or minimize the guaranteed value of

the quality criterion

(p{x{t\))dr)(y) —> min or ma.x(x(t\)) —» min.

T](y) is a measure (not necessary positive) on Y. As a particular case it may be a

probability one.

The optimal control is chosen among the positive measures fJ,t(u) with the support in

U(t) at every t.

Previously obtained results. If f(t,x,u) and <p(x) satisfy Lipschitz condition with

respect to x and some very general conditions, there exist optimal solutions ft* for each

problem and appropriate probability measure rf(y) for the second problem that satisfy

a sort of maximum principle.

/ ij>'(t,y), I f(t,x*,u)dn*(u)dr}(y) = max / 4'(t,y),f(t,x*,u)dr)(y)
JY Ju(t) y£Y

 JY

—Jt— = ~~dx I ^ ' u ) d ^ ( u W * ' ^
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) denotes Clarke's subdifferential of f with respect to x)

If the set

= max / 4>'(t,y),f{i,x* ,u)dr)(y)
J

consist more than of one point, those conditions do not help to reduce a problem to
the boundary value problem therefore we need to analyze the second variation of the
functional. In assumption that f(t, x, u) and <p(x) have the third derivative with respect
to x, let us denote <£(r, t, y) a matrix - fundamental solution of the system

d d f
dr 'U(T)

Afl f(t,x*,*)= f
JU{t)

If a control ji* is a solution of the first problem, then every control \i ,such that
supp(fit(u)) E U(t,(j*) satisfies a condition

The similar condition can be obtained for the second problem.

Main results. In order to obtain sufficient conditions of optimum let us represent u
as a pair (v,w). This makes a sense if the right part is linear with respect to some
coordinates (w) of control u/;(f(t,x,u) = F(t,x,v)w). Matrix F has n * r2 dimension,
vectors v and w - r\ and - ri respectively. Here we restrict ourselves to the usual controls
represented in the form (J>t(u) — 6(u — u(t)), where 6(u) is Dirac's delta-function, but it
does not deprive us generality.

We can introduce the some linear operators and obtain a
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Theorem: If the control u* = (v*,w*) satisfies the maximum principle (1), condition

(2) and the following inequality is valid:

• f At/, (Ai + A3)Av + Av', (A2 + A4)Aw + Aw', A5Aw
A " Ai« Av', Av + Aw', {B\ + B2)Aw '

then u* gives a local minimum of integral functional in topology with norm

u\\ = sup \Av(t)\ + / \Aw(t)\dt
teT Jt0

\ ( ) \ < e..
t0

bf Note. If the dimension of w is zero and the inequality

i,v Vs Jy dv

is valid, we only need to check the theorems condition in the finite dimension linear

closure of eigen functions of the operator D = 0.5(^3 + A3), responding to the eigen

values less then -0.5.

Theorem. If the control u* and the probability measure r){y) satisfy conditions (1),(2),

(3). Then u* gives the local minimum of the guaranteed value of the quality criterion.
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PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS OF H2 AND
PERFORMANCE INDICES

A. A. Pervozvanski
Technical University of St. Petersburg
St. Petersburg, Russia

The #2 a n d #00 norms of transfer functions are the most popular performance indices

in the linear control theory. However their values depend on parameters of the object

and the criteria.

In this talk some results characterizing the indices parametrical sensitivity and a given

ball in the parametric space, the bounds of the indices values are shown. Special atten-

tion is paid to the local behaviour of the values corresponding to the feedback which are

found by optimization. A difference between the ajusted optimal value and the value

corresponding to a fixed optimal feedback is shown and it is estimated by the quadratic

function of regular parameter variations. The sensitivity coefficients of the H two and

H infinity optimal values are shown too.

As an important type of singular parametric perturbations, the "cheap" optimal control

problem has beenb investigated. It is shown that the well-known Kwakernaak conditions

of the absolute asymptotic precision in the sense of a quadratic norm are not adequate in

the H infinity case. Asymptotic behaviour under a small penalty coefficient is described

in detail.
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ACAUSAL MODELS AND BALANCED REPRESENTATIONS
OF STATIONARY PROCESSES

Giorgio Picci
Dipartimento di Elettronica e Informatica
35131, Padova, Italy
and
LADSEB-CNR, Padova Italy

In this talk we shall present some recent results obtained jointly with S. Pinzoni, on
acausal modelling of stationary or stationary-increments processes. A given stationary
process can be described by a whole family of acausal models which all have the same
state process but (to within certain restrictions) may have quite an arbitrary dynamics.
These models are useful in several questions in stochastic systems theory, for example
in acausal estimation (smoothing) algorithms of minimal complexity and in balancing
of non necessarily stable stochastic models.

Obtaining all minimal acausal representations of a given process is a problem closely
related to a general kind of spectral factorization, in which minimal spectral factors with
an arbitrary pole structure are involved (i.e., which are neither analytic nor coanalytic).
In particular, study of acausal state-space representations leads to characterization of
the family of spectral factors with a fixed structure of zeros. These factors can all
be obtained by the action of a particular subgroup of state feedback transformations,
parametrized by the solution set. of a certain homogeneous algebraic Riccati equation.
Each feedback transformation reflects some of the poles of a factor to a mirrored image
with respect to the imaginary axis. Applications to stochastic balancing are discussed
and certain similarities with the LQG balancing algorithm of Jonckheere and Silverman
are pointed out.
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NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR ROBUST
STABILITY OF MULTIAFFINE SYSTEMS

B.T. Polyak
Russian Academy of Sciences
Moscow, Russia

J. Kogan
and University of Maryland

Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A.

This talk is concerned with an image /(B) of a box B C R m under a multiaffine

transformation / : TLm —> C. We introduce a notion of a principal point of B and

prove that, the boundary of /(B) is generated by images of principal points. We exploit

this result to provide computationally tractable necessary and sufficient robust stability

conditions for polynomials whose coefficients are multiaffine functions of parameters.

The general criterion obtained is applied to two particular cases:

(1. Systems with a cascade of first order uncertain blocks involving uncertainty in

time constants X{ £ [^,6^]

1
l+m

l
1+XjS

Pl(')

2. Closed loop systems with interval plant and interval controller

J
C(s) G(s)

Some numerical examples are presented.
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DYNAMIC FEEDBACK LINEARIZATION OF FOUR-
DIMENSIONAL AFFINE CONTROL SYSTEMS
WITH TWO INPUTS, REVISITED

Jean-Baptiste Pomet
I.N.R.I.A.
France

We consider a control system

x = XQ(X) + uiXi(x) + u2X2(x) (1)

where x € K4 and u\ and «2 a r e m K. We are interested in the feedback lineariza-

tion problem, i.e. find a dynamic compensator and a dynamic change of coordinates

transforming this system into a linear controllable one.

This problem has been studied in [4] for the four dimensional system () based on a more

general work mainly contained in [2]. The results given there are partly contained in

the ones we give here. Their main drawback is that they are not invariant by static

feedback, and that they are only sufficient conditions. For a bibliography on dynamic

feedback linearization, see [1} or [5] for example.

One may define a slightly weaker notion than dynamic feedback linearization by con-

sidering only "endogenous" feedback transformations, and linearization with respect

to this smaller class of transformations amounts to existence of "linearizing outputs"

function of x, M, ii... see [3, 5] and also [1] for a definition more related to decoupling

problems. Here, we consider a much more restrictive property since these "outputs" are

restricted to depend on x only (this is "problem 1" in [1]) :

System (1) is said to be as-dynamic linearizable if there exist two functions <pi(x)

and t?2(x) such that, with th outputs y\ — <f>i{x), system (1) is right-invertible with the

sum of the order of the zeros at infinity equal to 4-

This paper contains necessary and sufficient conditions for system (1) to be x- dynamic

feedback linearizable.

Main result

The following result is an application of techniques described in [ which involve differ-

ential forms; we however formulate the result in terms of vector fields because it is more

common in control theory. Let us define the following distributions :
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Mi =

M2 =• 1 ]

= Span{X1,X2,[XQ,X1] - uiiXuXiUXa^) - u2[XuX2]}

M3 = Mi + [Mi, Mi]

= SpS,n{XuX2,[XuX2],[X1,[X1,X2MXu[Xl,X2)}}

MA = M2 + [M2,M2J

M5 = M2 + [Xo + uiXi +u2X2,M2}

and the integers ?'o, r i , ~t2, r3, r$ and rs by r4- =

(2)

Theorem : Around a point (x,u) where ro = 2, and where the integers r\, r2)

and rs are locally constant, their only possible values are :

case 1.1

case 1.2.1.1

case 1.2.1.2

case 1.2.2

case 1.3

case 2.1.1

case 2.1.2

case 2.2.1

case 2.2.2

n
2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

r2

2
3

3

3

4
3

3

4
4

2
2

2

2
2

3

4
3

4

r4

2
3

3

4
4
3

4
4
4

2

3

4
4
4
3

4
4
4

and :

• In cases 1.1, 1.2.1.1 and 2.1.1, system (1) is locally non-accessible.

• In cases 1.2.1.2 and 1.3, system (1) is static feedback linearizable.

• In case 1.2.2, system (1) is neither static nor dynamic linearizable; it has

following form in some coordinates, and after a nonsingular feedback transforma-
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tion :

with 0 ^ 0 . (3)

24 = ^2

• In cases 2.1.2 and 2.2.1, system (1) is a?-dynamic linearizable.

• In case 2.2.2, there exists a unique (up to a nonzero multiplicative function)

linear combination of X\ and X2 X — \\X\ + \2X2 such thai

[X,[XUX2]] € Span{Xi,*2,[A-i,X2]} • (4)

System (1) is aj-dynamic linearizable if and only if

[X,X0] E SptmiXuX^iXuXi}} . (5)

In addition, in some coordinates and after an invertible feedback transformation, system

() has the form
z\ = vi

24 = v2

and (5) is equivalent to -J~ = 0.

These conditions are necessary and sufficient for a restricted form of dynamic feedback

linearization, namely for existence of "linearizing outputs function of x only. Forthcom-

ing publications apply the same methods to derive conditions for existence of linearizing

outputs function of x and u. The general problem is difficult because these outputs po-

tentially depend on infinitely many derivatives of u.
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ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY CRITERIA AND PERIODIC MOTIONS
OF SELECTOR-LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL INCLUSIONS

Ye.S. Pyatnitskiy and L.B. Rapoport
Institute of Control Sciences of the Russian Academy
Moscow, Russia

Consider a dynamic system described by the differential inclusion

dx/dt@F{x), F(x) -y:y = Ax, A@=Conv(Al, A2,..., Aq) , (1)

where x@i?. The convex polyhedron in the n-dimensional space of real n x n-matrices

is defined by vertices Ai, i = 1,2, ...,q. The problem is to find the asymptotic stability

criterion for the zero solution of (1). The region in the q x n-dimensional space of those

sets of matrices Ai. i = 1, ...,<f, for which the inclusion (1) is asymptotically stable, will

be named the region of asymptotic stability and denoted by S. It is easily seen that S

is an open cone. Denote T(S) the boundary of S. Now with an eye to describe the set

S we will restrict ourselves to the investigation of T(S).

The inclusion (1) is said to be nonsingular if matrices Al, AI.. . . Aq have not a common

invariant subspace.

Let U be the open complex left half-plane and U its closure. If

{AI, A2,..., Aq}@S then, obviously, each of the matrices Ai has the spectrum in the

U. If some of matrices Ai have eigenvalues in the right half-plane then {.41, .42,..., Aq}

does not belong to SUT(S). If in turn {Al, .42,..., Aq}@T(S) then each of the matrices

Ai has the spectrum lying in the U and it is possible that some of eigenvalues, say

of the matrix .4?', lies on the imaginary axis. In the latter case the periodic solution

of the inclusion (1) exists. Our prime interest is in the investigation of those points

{.41, .42,..., Aq}@T(S), for which each of matrices Ai has eigenvalues lying in the U.

It is proved that under additional assumption the periodical solution of the inclusion

(1) exists if the point {Al,A2,...,Aq} lies sufficiently nearly to the T(S) being out of

S. The additional assumption is that the inclusion (1) has the invariant acute cone C.

Theorem. Let the inclusion (1) having an invariant cone C is nonsingular and A is an

arbitrary nxn matrix with spectrum in the U. Then {Si , B2, ...,Bq} does not belong to

SUT(S) iff there exist R@(0,1), natural I, the set of natural j ( l ) , . . . , j(/) , j(i)@[l,q],

and the set of numbers ti > 0 such that the equality

det(exp(Aj(l)tl)exp(Aj(2)t2)... exp(Aj(l)tl) - /) = 0, Ai = RBi + (1 - R)A
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holds.

The assumption of the existence of the invariant cone is not as constraining as it seems

at the first glimpse. Using some nonlinear transformation we construct a differential

inclusion which is equivalent to the initial one (1) in the sense of asymptotic stability

and has an invariant cone. We use a transformation that is close to the Brockett's one

described in [5].

Consider now the absolute stability problem for the control system, described by differ-

ential equation

dx/dt = Ax + u{t)bH, H = c'x , (2)

where I denotes the matrix transposition, nxn matrix A assumed to be Hurvitzian,

6, c@R, control u( ) satisfies the condition for existence of absolutely continuous solution

of (2) and the condition

0 <̂= u{t) «= k . (3)

Let us define the boundary value k of the parameter k as the least upper boundary

of those k for which system (2) is absolutely stable in the class U(k), defined by (3).

Nonsingularity of (1), as applied to the system (2) is equivalent to assumptions that

pair {A, 6} is controllable and pair {-4, c} is observable.

Theorem. Let pair {A, b} be controllable, the pair {A, c} be observable, k < X and

n = 2 or 3. Then one can find numbers h > 0, g > 0 such that the equality

det(exp(Ah)exp(Bg) + I) = 0 (4)

holds where B = A + kbc'.

Theorem. Let the pair A,b be controllable, the priir {A, c} be observable, k < X and

n = 2 or 3. Then for the system (2) be absolutely stable in the class U(k) (i.e. for

the inequality k < k to hold) it necessary and sufficient that (4) does not hold for any

h > 0, g > 0, m < = k and B = A + mbc'.
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ROBUST CONTROL OF NONLINEAR SYSTEMS

Jacob Reiner
RAFAEL
Haifa, Israel

In this talk, we will discuss the combination of dynamic inversion and //-synthesis from
robust control for the design of controllers for high performance aircraft. Specifically,
we will invert the longitudinal dynamical equations of the aircraft in the inner loop, and
then use an outer loop consisting of a robust linear controller based on the H°°-fj, design
method. This leads to an interesting time-scale separation similar to that in singular
perturbation theory.

Simulations and numerical results will also be presented.
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ROBOTIC CONTROL OF DYNAMIC TASKS

Vadim Rogozin Yael Edan Tamar Flash
Weizmann Institute The Vocani Center Weizmann Institute
Rehovot, Israel Beit Dagan, Israel Rehovot, Israel

To extend robotic applications beyond well-defined, simple and repetitive tasks, the
robot must be able to cope with uncertainty in its surroundings. A i-obot performing
in unstructured or unknown domains must be capable of planning trajectories on-line,
based on real-time sensory input. On-line trajectory correction is even more important
in the case of dynamic tasks (e.g., when the object is placed on a moving conveyor belt
or when the robot needs to intercept a moving target) and essential for mobile robots
that must deal with uncertainty in the position of objects.

The objective of this research was to develop and implement on-line sensory based
trajectory correction algorithms in different experimental systems for the control of a
variety of dynamic tasks.

On-line trajectory modification has been implemented based on the superposition strat-
egy (Gat, 1990). This strategy is based on a mathematical model of strategies that
humans use when modifying ongoing motions (Flash and Henis, 1991; Flash, 1991).
Basically, if the final location of an initial target is suddenly changed, the motor control
system does not abort the initial trajectory plan towards the first target and does not
preplan an updated new trajectory. Instead, it vectorially sums the initial trajectory
plan directed between the initial hand position and the first target location with a new
trajectory that is planned based on the cartesian coordinates of the first and second
target locations. This trajectory is smooth and continuous and therefore suitable for
robotic applications.

An algorithm for real-time implementation of the above control scheme has been de-
veloped whereby search is conducted for finding the values of the switching time and
durations of the elementary movements which allow to achieve minimal movement times
without violating kinematic constraints. An investigation of the behavior of the summed
trajectory was performed. This study has allowed us to define very compact areas for
searching for the optimal switch time. This area can be exhaustively searched in real-
time to find the optimal value.

The algorithm has been implemented for two different dynamic tasks:

1. A robot which approaches a moving target. This step was implemented using
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the AdeptOne industrial robot and the real-time Optotrak system.

2. A moving robot which approaches a dynamic task. This step was implemented

on a robotic melon harvester which consists of a Cartesian track gantry robot

which is mounted on a frame attached to a tractor and guided by two CCD
cameras.

The intelligent control structure of the experimental systems were based on the black-

board model (Engelmore and Morgan, 1988; Edan et al., 1993). In this model, fast,

robust and efficient operation is achieved by distributing sensing, planning and control

between autonomous computing modules which communicate through a global accessi-

ble blackboard structure. The hardware architecture consists of three independent cards

connected through a PC bus: (1) robot motion controller, (2) real-time image process-

ing, (3) executive controller. Multitasking was implemented using the OS/2 operating

system.
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PRE-CONDITIONING OF TRANSFER MATRICES:
BOUNDING THE FREQUENCY DEPENDENT
STRUCTURED SINGULAR VALUE

Hector Rotstein
Technion - Israel Institute of Technology
Haifa, Israel

During the past decade, Hoo optimal control theory emerged as a powerful synthesis

method for linear time invariant systems. It is well known that capturing all desirable

specifications into a single norm objective is not possible for all but a small number

of problems, without introducing potentially large degrees of conservatism, but this

conservatism can be substantially reduced by scaling the system, to exploit the structure

of the uncertainty. This gives rise to the so-called /x — Synthesis problem, on which

one tries to design an optimal controller while at the same time picking an optimal

scaling. Solving a fi — Synthesis problem is usually hard, and no closed-form solution

is available except for some special cases. The most common approach to find an

approximate solution for a fx — Synthesis problem is through the D — K iterations, on

which one iteratively adjusts first the controller K(s) and then the scalings D(s). While

the design problem for A' is now well understood and efficient computational algorithms

are available, there is comparable much less theory on the computations of D(s), block

diagonal, stable and with stable inverse, such that the norm \\D(s)M(s)D~1 (s)]]^

is minimized. At the present time, the only approach to the problem seems to be

to compute D(s) for a finite set of frequencies {wi} and then interpolate to get an

approximation to D(s). The computation of D(jw{) for a fixed frequency has received

considerable attention and efficient codes have been developed, making the scheme

reasonable from a computational point of view. However, the approach provides little

insight into the problem and several heuristics are usually required to make it work in

practical examples.

The purpose of the present paper is to develop an algorithm for scaling transfer ma-

trices, that generates directly a transfer matrix D(s), without resorting to frequency

discretization. In order to do this, an upper bound on the actual infinity norm, which

usually provides a tight estimate, is minimized. The algorithm computes a sequence

of finitely dimensional transfer matrices D^s) which converges to the optimal scaling

D(s). An implementation of the algorithm and some of its properties are discussed

together with some interesting consequences.
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CONTINUOUS TIME Hoo OPTIMIZATION WITH TIME DOMAIN
CONSTRAINTS: THE SISO CASE

Hector Rotstein Athanasios Sideris
Technion - Israel Institute and University of California
of Technology, Haifa, Israel Irvine, California, U.S.A.

Although standard Hoo optimization cannot handle specifications or constraints on the
time response of a closed-loop system exactly, a theory has been recently developed for
including them explicitly into the design of discrete-time controllers. The purpose of this
paper is to extend this theory for continuous-time systems. Following the discrete-time
theory, a modified problem with constraints placed over a finite expansion is trans-
formed into a finite dimensional optimization program that is shown to be convex. The
objective function is constructed via state space methods. It is shown how satisfying
the constraints for the modified probem can imply overall good behavior.
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ROBUST IDENTIFICATION

N. P. Rubin and D. J. N. Limebeer
Imperial College
London, UK

The aim of this talk is to present some new results on frequency domain identification
for linear systems. The procedure is required to generate a model by operating on
noisy, experimentally determined frequency response data. "In addition, the algorithm
is required to produce a hard frequency response error bound which is computable from
a priori information pertaining to the plant's relative stability properties together with
a measurement noise bound. The plant model is selected from the class of causal, time
invariant linear systems. As an example, the algorithm will be used to identify a linear
model for a tokamak fusion reactor which is open-loop unstable. Experimental methods
of determining the a priori data will also be described.

The algorithm is conveniently split into two parts. The first, the
pre-identification stage, uses windowed impulse response estimates, obtained from an
inverse discrete Fourier transform of the measured frequency response values. This
produces a non- causal model of the form

k-~n

from n + 1 frequency response measurements. The pre-identified model is accompanied
by a bound on the measurement noise error and a bound on the undermodelling error.
A window design procedure will be described which seeks to minimize the sum of these
two error bounds.

The second stage concentrates on the problem of identifying the model order and gen-
erating a causal ARMA model for the system together with an error bound. This is
cast as the problem of transforming the high order, non-causal polynomial model to a
causal, low order, rational model. The model order estimate is found by decomposing
Gpi(z) into causal and anti-causal parts :

k=-n k=l
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followed by a determination of the approximate ranks of two Hankel operators, associ-
ated with the causal and anti-causal parts. Once a model order has been chosen, the
poles of an optimal Hankel norm model are used to generate a set of basis functions
for use in the solution of an optimal Chebychev approximation problem. The resulting
model is £00 (rather than just Hankel) norm optimal with respect to the selected ba-
sis functions. A tight error bound for this transformation is generated by this model
reduction procedure, which employs a complex variant of the classical Remez exchange
algorithm.
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NEW IMPLEMENTATION OF POINT TO POINT REFERENCE
PROFILE WITH ON FLY MODIFICATION

Erez Schreiber Han Cohen Youval Atzmon
Tel-Aviv University Servotronix Ltd. Servotronix Ltd.
Ramat Aviv, Israel Rishon-le-Zion, Israel Rishon-le-Zion, Israel

It is essential, in many cases, to modify the reference profile during motion, as a function
of unpredictable events. In practice, this means that engineers willing to implement real
time modifications will not find it easy, as most of the present stand alone servo cards
do not accept modifications, when executing the last command.

This paper describes a new approach to a real time reference generator that gives full
solution to "on fly" modifications, when system physical limitation and profile charac-
teristics are encountered.
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THE OPTIMAL TRAJECTORIES
IN THE HORIZONTAL PLANE

liana Shapira and Joseph Ben-Asher
TAAS, Israel Industries Ltd.
Ramat Hasharon, Israel

We consider the problem of minimum-time trajectory planning for aircraft in atmo-
spheric flight, given the initial and final locations and headings. The problem takes
into account the presence of wind. Such a problem may seem trivial for a human nav-
igator, however, human ability to determine the optimum trajectory within the above
constraints is quite limited. The presented solution is mainly applicable for unmanned
and autonomous vehicles as an open loop guidance algorithm, to be implemented on
real-time computers. The optimization is based on the Minimum Principle and its main
assumptions are:

- Horizontal trajectory
- Fixed terminal point of arrival (x(tf),y(tf))
- Fixed final heading {o{tj))
- Constant horizontal wind (Wx, Wy)
- Constant vehicle velocity (V)

The state equations are consequently

dx(t)/dt = V cos[a(t)] + Wx

dy(t)/dt = V sm[a(t)} + Wy

6cr(t)/dt = fi(t)&max ; \n(t)\ < 1

The time-optimal solution is, almost always, of a bang-singular-bang type where the
singular arc is characterized by fi(t) = 0. Under zero wind conditions the control can be
formulated in closed form, while the wind imposes an iterative approach. The structure
of the control and the resulting trajectories are thoroughly explored in this work.
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WHEN CAN KALMAN'S OPTIMAL DISCRETE STATE
CONTROL-LAW BE REALIZED VIA OUTPUT FEEDBACK

N. Sharav Schapiro, Z.J. Palmor, A. Steinberg
Technion - Israel Institute of Technology
Haifa, Israel

In 1960 Kalman and Bertram considered the following discrete-time system:

x(k + 1) = Ax{k) + Bu(k) (1)

and derived the following optimal state control law:

u(k) = -(BTPB)~1BTPAx(k) , (2)

which minimizes the Lyapunov function's difference (minM{AV}). Twenty five years

later, Manela proved that Kalman's state controller (2) is a min-max1 controller for the

following discrete-time system with bounded and matched uncertainty:

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + B{u(k) + 77(x(i), k)} . (3)

That is, under certain conditions, the closed loop system is asymptotically stable for

the worst case of the uncertainties, and under other conditions, the min-max controller

assures uniform boundedness.

The min-max controller (2) requires, for its realization, all the states of the system. In

practice, however, usually not all state variables are available, i.e. either some of them

are not accessible or it is very costly to measure them all. The question therefore arises:

Given an output:

y(k) = Cx{k) , (4)

when can Kalman's optimal discrete state control-law be realized via the given output?

In continuous systems, a stabilizing controller for an uncertain system is also based on

state feedback. Steinberg and Corless have shown that in continuous systems, a suffi-

cient condition for realizing an output feedback stabilizing controller for an uncertain

system with matched uncertainty is that the open loop is Strictly Positive Real (s.p.r.).

1 The min-max controller was defined by Manela as a controller which minimizes the

bound on max(AF) for all admissible uncertainties.
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Following Steinberg and Corless, Magaiia and Zak tried to define conditions for realizing

an output min-max controller for a discrete system. They pointed out that realization

of such a controller requires a Positive Definite (p.d.) matrix P which solves the discrete

Lyapunov equation

ATPA - P = -Q (5)

for a p.d. Q, and satisfies

BTPA = C . (6)

Since finding such a P requires the use of numerical decision methods, Magana and Zak

noted that one would be tempted to extend Steinberg and Corless's results (regarding

continuous systems) to the discrete-time case. However, a system with an output as

defined in (4), is not d.s.p.r. even if there exists P satisfying (5) and (6). In light of

the results for the continuous case, one may think that if realization of the min-max

controller doesn't require a d.s.p.r. system, then there may exist a "better" control-

law which is based upon such an output that makes the system d.s.p.r. However, it

is shown in this paper that even though Kalman's controller (2) does not require the

open loop system to be d.s.p.r., it is indeed a d.s.p.r. control-law. That is, it is shown

how to define an output (different from (4)) which makes the open loop d.s.p.r. and

simultaneously makes Kalman's controller realizable via that output. For that reason,

Kalman's control-law is termed: a "d.s.p.r. law".

The paper also resolves the unsolved question raised by Magana and Zak. It is shown

that a necessary and a sufficient condition for the realization of the Kalman's controller

via output feedback for a discrete SISO system with a given output (i.e. the condition

for the existence of P satisfying (5) and (6)) is that an auxiliary system which is pi'ecisely

defined in the paper, is d.s.p.r.

Finally, we discuss the significance of the results derived in the paper, and in particular,

compare our results for the discrete case with the known results of the continuous case.

It is shown that in the discrete case, the linear nominal part of the given uncertain

system need not be d.s.p.r. nor is it even required to be minimum phase, and still the

existence condition may be satisfied. In addition, the complete design of the min-max

controller may be entirely performed in the frequency domain.

Some new results concerning Discrete Positive Real (d.p.r.) and Discrete Strictly Posi-

tive Real (d.s.p.r.) systems, needed for the development in the paper, are also presented.
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ROBUSTNESS OF FEEDBACK SYSTEMS WITH
PARAMETRIC PERTURBATION

Jinsiang Shaw
Huafan Institute of Technology
Taiwan

Considered in this talk is the extremal point results of control systems where coefficients
of the numerator and denominator polynomials of the plant are assumed to be affine
functions of some underlying parameters. The extremal values of stability and stability
margins, sensitivity and complementary sensitivity function peaks, and the Hoc, norms
of certain transfer functions are numerous examples. In addition, situations are dis-
cussed so that only a necessary subset of one dimensional line segments are needed for
determining the extremal properties of the system. An example is included and results
are compared with others in the literature, where merit of this talk is readily seen.
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MANIPULATION ROBOTS WITH ADDITIONAL
PARAMETER CONTROL CHANNEL

Leonid I. Slutski
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
Beer-Sheva, Israel

A considerable variety of problems connected with modern manipulation robot (MR)
control necessitates the development of some new control methods to achieve the desired
operational robotic system qualities. The traditional principle in control theory is the
coordinate one. However, it not always permits to achieve required qualitative indices
of the control processes in a real robotic system. That is why the purposeful changes
in constructive parameters of controlled object itself in its operations was recently pro-
posed, which makes the object functionally controlled. So an additional channel of
parameter control was introduced into the system and a coordinate-parameter control
(CPC) systems was obtained [1, 2].

In robotics this concept is developed for different control levels of MR, for example, for
automatic servosystems of executive (lower) level and for tactic (higher) control level
systems of remote manipulator.

For the latter case rather simple and effective systems for remote control and industrial
robot teaching are developed [2, 3]. They belong to the class of semiautomatic systems.
However, the designed systems differ from the known systems of this type with variable
structure by extraordinary simplicity. Their application allows to solve the problem of
on-line control on the new qualitative level. Realized-in-system control algorithms were
obtained using the mnemonicability idea. This term means in this case that vector of
control handle transference must be collinear to the vector of manipulator hand gripper
transference. According to the results of performed experimental research of operator-
manipulator systems as an adjusting manipulator parameter its gain was chosen. Human
operator is acting in that case as the CPC regulator. Using the parameter channel he
can continuously go from speedy regime of control to the regime of exact control. Acting
model tests of these devices showed that they permit several-fold decrease of the control
time for given accuracy level.

Two realizations of CPC method for automatic systems are also elaborated. The first
one is associated with the generation of MR servosystems with self-adjusting properties
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under variable loading on the drive motor shaft. The very problem of manipulator

dynamic characteristic dependence on mechanical arm configuration is well known and

described, for example, in [4]. However, by contrast to approach of that book, the

CPC application permits not only to stabilize, but also to optimize the dynamics of MR

servodrive transient processes. The introduction of synthesized parameter regulator into

servosystem ensures visible decrease of dynamic errors with the same level of regulation

time. As this takes place, the gain of corresponding control system is the most effective

parameter being regulated for both manual and automatic systems.

The second type of automatic CPC systems is associated with the realization of method

for time-optimal systems. The problem is here as follows. The Pontryagin's theory of

maximum principle [5] is developed, in general, for ideal systems and it doesn't take into

consideration real characteristics of control system. For example, in feedback system a

measuring element measures an output value always with some error. As a result, the

system becomes non-optimal. It has not only non-minimum time-operation, but also a

positioning error. While synthesizing this system using CPC method, the measurement

inaccuracy of real position transducer should be taken into account. The purpose of

synthesizing is to diminish the level of automatic system positioning error caused by

this inaccuracy. The results of digital simulation of obtained system [6] show that the

CPC method allows to decrease static error value twice as compared to the base system

which is synthesized using the Pontryagin's method.

It should be particularly emphasized that the CPC method, when it is realized for

various physical systems at different MR hierarchical levels, is not a particular mathe-

matical apparatus but certain general approach to the organization of control systems

structures. Therefore, it may also be developed for other higher control levels of robotic

systems, and already obtained research results of the above-mentioned systems showed

that the proposed approach is very effective when a robotic system must satisfy two

contradictory criteria such as precision and fast-operation.
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RECENT RESULTS ON STABILIZATION
OF NONLINEAR SYSTEMS

Eduardo D. Sontag
Rutgers University
New Brunswick, New Jersey, U.S.A.

There has been much work on nonlinear feedback stabilization during the last few
years. This talk will concentrate on various results relating state-space (Lyapunov)
stabilization to notions of input/state stabilization.

Various Notions of Stability

Problems of stabilization underlie most questions of control design. In the nonlinear
control literature, a great deal of effort has been directed towards the understanding of
the general problem of stabilizing systems of the type

) = 0 (1)

by means of feedback control laws

u = k(x) , Ar(O) = 0 (2)

which make the closed-loop system

x = f(x,k(x)) (3)

globally asymptotically stable about x = 0. There are many variants of this general
question, which differ on the degree of smoothness required of &, as well as on the
structure assumed of the original system. We call this type of problem a state-space
stabilization problem. For references, see for instance the survey paper [4], which in-
cludes a rather large bibliography, as well as the textbook [5], Section 4.8.

In many contexts, it is of more interest to study somewhat different notions of stability.
These have to do with the effect of perturbations on controls, due for example to actuator
noise - and possibly also on observations, if there is sensor noise. These different notions
appear naturally also when studying operator-theoretic stability, as needed when dealing
with parameterization problems for compensators. Mathematically, the general problem
is to find a feedback [2] with the property that the new control system

i = /(*,*(x)+ti) (4)
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be in some sense "input-to-state stable". In essence, what is desired is that when the
external perturbation u in [4] is identically zero, the system [3] be globally asymptotically
stable about x — 0 (so, this includes state-space stability) and that, in addition, a
"nice" input «(•) should produce a "nice" state trajectory x(-) when starting at any
initial state. We call this type of question an input/output (or, more precisely unless
only partial observations are of interest, input-to-state) stabilization problem. There
are many possible definitions of input/state stability, and it is far from clear which
is the appropriate notion for various applications. One possibility is to impose the
requirement that bounded inputs produce bounded outputs —including variants where
the state bounds should depend on the input bounds, or even that this dependence
should be linear, which gives rise to "finite-gain" stability. Other possibilities are to
request that controls that converge to zero produce trajectories that converge to zero,
or that controls that decay exponentially produce an exponentially decaying trajectory.

This talk will provide an introductory presentation of the author's "input to state sta-
bility" (ISS) condition, a precise technical notion of i/o stability, which has already been
applied by various authors to problems of observer design and robust control.

In general, a feedback law k which achieves state-space stabilization does not necessarily
produce input/state stabilization; indeed, the associated problems have been known for
a long time, and appear in slightly different form in the classical study of "total stabil-
ity", see e.g. [1], Section 56. Some of the general results that do hold will be reviewed
in this talk, but in general extremely strong extra assumptions are needed. (In the spe-
cial case of linear systems, however, all reasonable stability notions do coincide.) What
is at first somewhat surprising is that, if a k which achieves state-space stabilization
exists, there may be a different k which in addition provides ISS. This was shown in
[2] to always be the case for systems that are affine in controls, that is, those for which
f(x,u) is an affine function of u. For such systems, the evolution equations take the
form

x = fo(x) + G(x)u (5)

where /o(O) = 0. (Regularity assumptions are of course needed; these will be discussed
in the talk.) It is also proved in [3] that if one allows the more general feedback config-
uration

u = k{x) + D(x)v (6)

where D is now allowed to be a matrix of smooth functions, invertible for all x but
not necessarily equal to the identity, then the theorem generalizes as follows: there
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exists such a D so that x = f(x, k(x) -f- D(x)u) is ISS. In other words, up to feedback
equivalence, stabilization and inptit to state stabilization are equivalent. These result

will be reviewed, together with extensions to questions of stabilization with respect to

closed invariant sets.

Finally, the talk will cover recent results dealing with operator (finite norm) stability

for a particular class of nonlinear systems, namely that of linear systems subject to

actuator saturations.
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GAME-THEORETIC SYNTHESIS IN THE PRESENCE
OF PARAMETER UNCERTAINTY

Jason L. Speyer
University of California
Los Angeles, California, U.S.A.

Game theoretic approach [1] to the development of control synthesis techniques allow a

state space derivation and extension of HQO control results. Starting with a disturbance

attenuation function which is a generalized norm associated with an input input/output

map, a game cost criterion is constructed. The quadratic cost criterion for this game

problem includes penalties on the initial states and all disturbances. The resulting

control, restricted to a function of the measurement history, plays against adversaries

composed of the process and measurement disturbances, and the initial state. The

controller requires the solution to two Riccati differential equations. The existence

of positive definite solutions to the ARE and a spectral radius condition guarantees

the saddle point inequality condition. This control is made insensitive to parameter

uncertainty by viewing plant parameter variations as an internal feedback loop (IFL) [2].

The plant uncertainties of the system, input, and output matrices can be decomposed

into fictitious input/output systems with unknown gains. By assuming that adversaries

enter through input matrices and the outputs are added to the performance index as a

measure of robustness, the game theoretical controller is determined. A recent theorem

[3] shows that the resulting controller guarantees stability for a given set of parameters.

This approach is applied to a benchmark problem composed of two masses and a spring

with an unknown spring constant. The input is applied to the first mass and a noisy

measurement is made of the position of the second mass. A harmonic forcing function

of unknown amplitude and phase is applied to the second mass. The objective is to

regulate the second mass about the zero position given the assumed uncertainties. A

nonminimum phase compensator is determined from the above game theoretic approach

using the IFL decomposition [4].

This indirect approach to parameter uncertainty can produce conservative controllers.

If the uncertain system parameters are included as additional adversaries, then both the

uncertain parameters and the initial states are restricted to lie in given regions. This

extension is necessitated by the realization that for the game cost criterion where the

effects of the adversaries are included by penalty functions, the saddle point values of

the initial state and, consequently, the saddle point value of the uncertain part of the
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parameters is found to be zero. This new formulation [5] no longer allows the simple
control solution found in [1] based upon the two Riccati equations. In fact, even if the
parameters were known but the initial state was restricted to be in an ellipsoid, the
control solution in [1] breaks down since the best strategy for the controller is no longer
linear. Therefore, to solve this new dynamic game problem, a general linear control
structure is assumed of given dimension for the output or partial information control
problem so that the control is a function of a set of constant control parameters. In
this game the adversaries are assumed to be knowledgeable about the value and the
strategy of the control, although the controller is only aware of the measurement his-
tory. It is shown that under this circumstance, the dynamic game can be transformed
into a parameter game problem between the control parameter set and plant unknown
parameters if there exists an admissible control parameter set. If a saddle point strat-
egy for the parameter game problem exists, then the saddle point inequalities for the
dynamic game problem are satisfied for process and measurement disturbances as well
as for all initial states and parameters within their respective ellipsoids. This saddle-
point inequality guarantees a level of performance robustness beyond the usual need for
stability robustness. The measure of performance robustness is given by the value of
the cost at the saddle point. A disturbance attenuation problem is introduced where
two types of disturbance attenuation parameters are used; one is associated with pro-
cess and measurement disturbances and the other is associated with initial states. It is
shown that these disturbance attenuation parameters are closely related to Hoo norm
and the cost criterion of the dynamic game.

This game-theoretic control synthesis technique is applied to the benchmark problem
where the spring and both masses are uncertain. No harmonic disturbance is assumed.
It is shown that the resulting controller has performance robustness as well as stability
robustness. The essential feature over other schemes applied to the benchmark problem
is the quality of the transient response for all allowable values of the uncertain param-
eters. The transient performance of the controller is enhanced by a constraint on the
real parts of the eigenvalues of the associated Hamiltonian matrix. This constraint is
equivalent to an exponential weighting in the quadratic game cost criterion.

The disturbance attenuation approach is extended to a class of adaptive control prob-
lems [6]. A scalar bilinear system is considered where the control coefficient is unknown
and only an uncertain measurement of the state variable is available. The resulting
controller, which is constrained to the measurement history, is a function of the state
and parameter estimates and their associated pseudo-error variance. With even further
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specialization, this controller depends upon the real roots of a fifth-order polynomial

whose coefficients are also functions of both the estimates and pseudo-error variance.

The resulting controller based only on the initial formulation as a disturbance attenua-

tion problem did lead, without any approximations, to an interesting and mechanizable

controller. This approach motivates a new direction in adaptive control.
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NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR
WEAK LOCAL MINIMA IN OPTIMAL CONTROL

Gianna Stefani PierLuigi Zezza
Dipartimento di Matematica and DIMADEFAS

e Applicazioni Firenze, Italy
Firenze, Italy

We analyze necessary and sufficient conditions for an admissible reference couple (£,w)

to be a weak local minimum for an optimal control problem in the Mayer form, on a

fixed interval J — [0,T], that is,

Minimize a

over all (<f, u) satisfying the following control problem with constraints

Z(t) = F{t,Z{t),u(t)) , a.e.teJ (E )

a i ( £ ( 0 U ( T ) ) = 0 , i = l,...,p

a(t,£(t),u(t)) = 0 , a.e. t G J .

The data satisfy appropriate regularity assumptions which assure the uniqueness of

solutions for equation (E). We can then identify the couple (£, u), solution of equation

(5), through its initial condition £(0) = x. We denote by (x.u) t—> £(-,x,u) the flow of

the control system.

The approach we utilize transforms the original optimal control problem into an abstract

constrained optimization problem on

E = RnxL°°(J,Rm) .

Namely we define the map

by
<l>{x,u) = ( a o O r , £ ( T , a r , « ) ) , - • • , a p ( x , £ ( T , x , u ) ) , a ( - , f ( - , x , u ) , u { - ) ) J ,

and by means of the first and second Frechet derivatives of the map <f> we derive condi-

tions assuring that the range of <j> does not contain the line segment
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{(Ao - e, 0) 6 R X RP X L°°( J, Rfc) : 0 < e < <$}, where Ao is the cost corresponding to
the reference couple.

The second order necessary conditions are derived under the assumption that the range
of the first derivative of <j> at the reference point has codimension 1. For the sufficient
conditions this hypothesis can be relaxed assuming only that the codimension is finite
but requiring that the problem is normal, in the sense that there exists a multiplier with
nonzero first component (corresponding to ao).

In order to derive the sufficient conditions it is crucial to consider different norms on
L°°. In fact a coerciveness condition on the second derivative is needed but it cannot
be imposed on L°° endowed with its norm because it is not isomorphic to a Hilbert
space. The possibility of considering the Lp norms are suggested by the use of Volterra
expansions which give us the i derivative of the flow of the system in an integral
form which is defined on Ll. Moreover the same techniques allows us to obtain the
appropriate estimates for the remainder term.

Under general assumptions on the constraints the "second variation" of the problem is
obtained as a suitable quadratic form defined on a subspace E\ of R" x L°° and it is
proved to be continuous with respect to the norm induced on E\ by Rn x L2.

The necessary condition states that this quadratic form is nonnegative, while under the
assumption that the quadratic form is coercive with respect to the L2 norm then the
reference couple is weakly locally optimal.

This quadratic form can be written as

+ « / (< P(s)r,(s),r,(s) > +2 < Q(s)V(s),u(s) > + < R(s)u(s),u(s)
^ Jo v

where
7(0 = A(t)rj + B(t)u(t) ,

C(t)ij(t) + D{t)u(t) = 0 , a.e. t € J ,

The finite codimension hypothesis yields that

Dei (D(t)DT(t)\ >k>0 , a.e. t e J .
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We analyze the behaviour of the form by developing a conjugate point approach to
linear quadratic problems in presence of constraints, by means of an abstract Jacobi
theory obtained previously by the second author. Our approach points out that the
different definitions of conjugate, focal and coupled point can be seen as corresponding
to the same object in different situations. To take into account the special situation in
optimal control problems where the quadratic functional can be semidefinite (and non
positive) on an interval we introduce the definition of semi-conjugate point.

We state necessary and sufficient conditions for a quadratic form, defined through a con-
strained control equation, to be coercive or nonnegative. The results obtained generalize
the previous ones both concerning the boundary conditions and the controllability as-
sumptions. The sufficient conditions for this general case were not known even in the
Calculus of Variations case.
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RESPECT THE UNSTABLE

Gunter Stein
Honeywell, Inc.
Minneapolis, Minnesota, U.S.A.

In this lecture through the use of specific design examples, we will illustrate some of the
fundamental limitations imposed on system performance in the presence of instabilities.

In the linear SISO case, such limitations may be quantified by the Bode area formula.
This point will be amplified through a certain synthesis problem connected with the
flight control of the X-29. Recently, H°° theory has given an excellent quantification of
the effect of unstable poles and nonminiinum=phase zeros on achievable performance.
Practical implications of this will also be discussed.

In the presence of saturations and the resulting loss of control authority, instabilities
can be catastrophic as illustrated by the Chernobyl reactor disaster. We will give an
analysis of this type of phenomenon as well.
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UNIQUENESS AND REGULARITY OF THE
DETERMINISTIC VALUE FUNCTION

Hector J. Sussmann
Rutgers University
New Brunswick, New Jersey, U.S.A.

The first part of the talk will present a technique for proving uniqueness of solutions
of the boundary-value problem (consisting of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation
—with an appropriate interpretation of the concept of "solution," e.g. in the viscosity
sense— plus boundary conditions on the target) associated to deterministic, finite-
dimensional optimal control problems. The technique is based on the construction of
maximal "nearly steepest descent" trajectories, and makes it possible to handle unique-
ness questions for problems where the cost functional involves a Lagrangian that is not
bounded away from zero, and where the controls can be unbounded but are subjected
to a coercivity condition.

The second part will discuss recent results and open problems on regularity properties
such as Holder continuity and piecewise smoothness, for more special classes of prob-
lems with a richer structure. These results can be derived by making combined use of
the machinery of Lie algebras of vector fields and the theory of subanalytic sets and
stratifications, in conjunction with classical tools —such as the Maximum Principle—
for analyzing the structure of the class of optimal trajectories, and geometric techniques,
such as geometric selection methods, the use of symmetries to find integrals of motion,
and more sophisticated necessary conditions for optimality.
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VISUAL TRACKING TECHNIQUES IN CONTROL

A. Tannenbaum
Technion — Israel Institute of Technology
Haifa, Israel
and
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota, U.S.A.

In this talk, we will discuss the use of visual information in a feedback loop. This is a

very important difficult problem which arises for example in robotics. The problem is

challenging because of the highly uncertain nature of the signals.

We will review some of the new image processing techniques we have developed using

curve evolution theory, and how these may be employed in this type of tracking problem.

In particular, we will highlight a new affine invariant nonlinear diffusion equation for

edge detection.
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ADAPTIVE INVERSES OF NONSMOOTH NONLINEARITIES
WITH APPLICATIONS

Gang Tao and Petar Kokotovic
University of California
Santa Barbara, California, U.S.A.

We will present recent results and discuss open problems in a new area of adaptive non-

linear control which is of urgent relevance to applications: adaptive control of plants

consisting of a linear part preceded by an actuator with a nonlinear input-output char-

acteristic such as dead-zone, backlash and hysteresis. We investigate two problems: (a)

when only the nonlinear part of the plant is unknown, and (b) when the whole plant

is unknown. For both problems we develop an "adaptive inverse" approach: the use

of an adaptive controller with an adaptive dead-zone, backlash or hysteresis inverse to

handle the respective nonlinear characteristic. If implemented with the true parameters

these inverses cancel the effects of the nonlinearities. If implemented with parameter

estimates they result in an error which we express in two parts: one parametrizable and

the other as an unknown but bounded disturbance. We adaptively update the estimated

inverses on line. For the first problem, our controller contains an adaptive inverse and

a fixed linear structure. For the second problem, our adaptive controller has a new

adaptive linear structure which results in an error model suitable for the development

of a robust adaptive law. Extensive simulations showed that the use of an adaptive

inverse as a part of the controller for plants with such nonsmooth nonlinearities leads

to major improvements of system performance.
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Hoo MULTIPLE OBJECTIVE ROBUST CONTROL FOR
INFINITE HORIZON SINGLE MEASUREMENT,
SINGLE CONTROL INPUT PROBLEMS

Y. Theodor and U. Shaked
Tel-Aviv University-
Tel-Aviv, Israel

A graphical method is introduced that solves the robust infinite horizon Hoo multiple-
objective control problem for single measurement, single control input systems. The
solution is obtained by describing boundaries on the Nichols chart. Each boundary
defines the set of all admissible gain and phase values for the loop transmission at a given
frequency. These boundaries are obtained by using the well known parametrization of
all the solutions to a single objective HQQ control problem [1], The new method links
between the theories of #00 and Quantitative Feedback Theory (QFT) [2] [3]. It can
be used to design robust HQQ controllers with almost no overdesign, and it provides a
convenient solution of HQQ multiple objective problems that are difficult to solve by the
standard four-block setting [4]. It also extends the methods of single-input-single-output
QFT to deal with a vector of disturbances. The latter may affect the controlled plant
through any input coupling matrix, and not necessarily through the controller input, or
the measurement output.

Most of the practical controller design problems are of multiple-objective in nature. The
control engineer is required to guarantee an acceptable level of disturbance attenuation
while keeping the control effort acceptably low. He aims at reducing the sensitivity of
the closed loop, but at the same time, he wants to keep the transference low at the high
frequency range, in order to obtain a reasonable robustness to unmodelled dynamics in
the controlled plant. This multiple objective design problem is normally complicated
by the presence of uncertainty in the controlled system.

In the present work we consider the robust Hoo multiple-objective problem. In this
problem we look for a controller G(s) that achieves

M o o < 1 , 1 < i < k , PE9 (1)

where each T{ is a transfer function matrix that relates a specific disturbance set to
a corresponding objective quantity, k > 1 is the number of design objectives to be
satisfied, P is the controlled plant, and 7 is the set of admissible plants.
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One possible approach to this problem is to look for a controller that achieves the desired
jffoo performance bound on the matrix transfer function that relates the entire set of
disturbances to the entire set of objectives [4] [5]. Such a controller, if it exists, solves
the JEfoo multiple objective problem by optimizing a single matrix transfer function. The
latter transfer function must, however, be obtained by carefully weighing the different
design objectives. Moreover, the existence of such a controller is not at all necessary for
the existence of a solution to the multiple objective problem, even if P is certain.

We present an alternative graphical method that solves the robust multiple-objective
#00 control problem in the single measurement, single control input, infinite horizon
case. It readily follows from [1], that for a single P € J*, the set of contro1 laws which
satisfy the single Hoc design objective IJTijjoo < 1, 1 < i < k, is characterized by a
central controller and a free parameter that is a scalar, stable, transfer function. This
parametrization defines, in the complex plain, a domain Si(j<^0, P), so that ||Tj||oo < 1
iff G(s) stabilizes P, and G(jcu) G SiO'w, P)Va> e 3?. Let Po(s) denote the transfer
function from the control input to the measured output, for an arbitrary nominal plant
in CP, and let L(s)^Po(s)G(s), Li(ju>, P)=Sf(i^, P)- We obtain, under mild assumptions
on 3>, that a controller G(s) achieves (1) iff it stabilizes Po, and it leads to:

L(JLO) 6 £ ( M 3») , where L(ju, 9)^ n?=1 nP€rpLi(ju>, P) . (2)

No solution exists to the multiple objective problem if, at some frequency, the latter
intersection set is empty.

It is impractical to compute the infinite intersection of (2). We thus consider a finite
ensemble tPs of p > 1 representative admissible plant samples, and solve the p x k
objective problem of controlling each of the plants in 7s to satisfy the k design objectives.
We then compute L(jQ, IP-;) for a set ft of several frequency samples, and draw C(jtt, Ts)
on a Nichols chart. The last step of the design process is to determine graphically a
stabilizing controller so that L(ju:) €

We obtained that, for all u)g 6 Q, and P G 'J3, &i(ju)o,P) is described in the real-
imaginary complex plane by an interior of a circle, an exterior of a circle, or a half-plane.
With this result, the computer-aided computation oi £j(j£l, 7S) is quite easy. Note that
the effort required to compute £.j(jf£2, iPs) is only linear in p. The effort required for
computing the intersection of the latter sets is quadratic in p, but it involves only simple
operations. The final effort of finding a. stabilizing controller so that L(j£l) 6
is independent of p.
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The resulting controller is known to satisfy the conditions for the desired HQQ perfor-

mance at only a finite number of discrete frequencies, and a finite ensemble of sample

plants. It is, however, reasonable to expect, and it is verified in many examples, that

£i(jQ, J1) can be described with an adequate accuracy with p large enough, and il dense

enough at the range of interest, the proposed method will yield practically satisfactory

results.

As any other graphical design method, our method provides the engineer with an im-

mediate insight into the structure of the possible solution. The resulting controller can

thus come out to be very simple, no matter how complex the problem formulation has

been. On the other hand, the use of graphical methods requires some skill, and care

must be taken to choose a good representative set of frequencies and plant cases. The

labor that is involved with graphical loop shaping is minimized by software packages

like [6].

The ideas of the above extended abstract are detailed in [7].
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£-MONOTONICITY, ^-CONVEXITY AND
f-SUBDIFFERENTIABILITY

Michel Thera
Universite de Limoges France

We introduce a notion of £-subdifferential and we establish some of its properties. Then
we prove that a lower semi continuous function is convex if and only if its £-subdifferential
is 2£-monotone. The maximality of (2£)-monotone £-subdifferentials is also studied.
More generally we investigate, under suitable assumptions, the maximal £-monotonicity
of the set-valued mapping x r4 T(x) = SB*, where T : x =$ X* and B* is the unit ball
of the continuous dual x* of a Banach space X.
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SMOOTHLY GLOBAL STABILIZABILITY BY DYNAMIC FEED-
BACK AND GENERALIZATIONS OF ARTSTEIN'S THEOf 3M

J. Tsinias
National Technical University
Athens, Greece

We consider general nonlinear single-input systems of the form

x = f(x, u), (x, u ) e R " x E , (1)

where the map / : Rn + 1 —> R is continuous with /(0,0) = 0. We say that (1) is

State Asymptotically Stabilizable (at 0 6 Rn) (S.A.S.) if there exists an ordinary state

feedback u = u{x) , u(0) = 0 which is smooth (C°°) on Rn \ {0}, such that zero 0 G Rn

is asymptotically stable with respect to x = f(x,u(x)). We say that (1) is Dynamic

Asymptotically Stabilizable (D.A.S.) if the extended (n + l)-dimensional affine in the

control system x — f(x,y) ; y = v is S.A.S. Our purpose is to analyze the dynamic

feedback stabilizability problem for general systems (1) in terms of control Lyapunov

functions (elf) extending previous works concerning the state-feedback stabilization

problem for the affine in the control case (see for instance [1], [2], [3]).

One of our main purposes is to apply the main results in [1], [3] in order to derive

sufficient conditions for smoothly dynamic global stabilization for triangular systems of

the form

where the mappings /{(xi , . . ., £j+i) , i = l , . . . , n are smooth on R l + 1 vanishing at

zero.

Theorem 1. Suppose that for each 1 < i < n the following conditions hold:

1. For every x\,...,xi the map x{+\ •—> fi{x\,... ,Xi,Xi+y) £ R , XJ-J-I € i is a

surjection, namely fi{x\,..., a;,-, R) = R. Furthermore, assume that

whereas

/ i ( 0 , . . . , 0, Xi+\) = 0 , if and only if Xi+\ — 0 .
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2. For each compact set i £ R ' and for every unbounded subset B of the real line,
the set

{t e R : t = /j(x,y),(a;,y) € A x B] is unbounded .

3. The linearization of (2) at the origin is controllable, equivalently

- ^ - ( 0 , . . . , 0 , 0 ) ^ 0 , « = l , . . . , n .
OXi+i

Then the system (2) is globally D.A.S. In particular, there exists a dynamic feedback
stabilizer which is smooth on the whole space R""*"1.

A second aim is to provide a generalization of the main result in [3]. The following
theorem provides a necessary and sufficient condition for dynamic stabilization for
general nonlinear systems (1).

Theorem 2. The system (1) is globally D.A.S. if and only if there exists a closed subset
M C E n + 1 containing zero, a pair of nonempty disjoint subsets U+ and U~ of R""*"1

and C nonnegative function W(x,y) such that

1. Rn+l = U+ U U~ U M ; Y\(M) = Rn ; {Y[(M) means the projection of M on Rn

along the y-axis).

2. For any e > 0 the following holds:

{ 0 } x ( 0 , e ) n i 7 + ^ ; {0} x (-e,0) n U~ £ <j>. (3)

3. The function W(x, y) is strictly positive on the region M\ {0}, whereas W(0,0) =
0. Moreover, assume that

f^y (4)
where c : R+ —> R+ is a positive definite continuous function with e(0) = 0 and
further

dW . dW
— ( x , y ) > 0 , V(*i!f) € U+ ; -^"(*,y) < 0 , V(a,y) G U~ . (5)

4. W is uniformly unbounded on Rn+1.

The system (1) is locally D.A.S. if and only if U+UU~UM and 11(^0 a r e neighborhoods
of 0 € Rn+1 ; 0 e R" respectively, and further (3), (4) and (5) are satisfied.
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Finally, some recent results of the author are presented concerning the partial-state

global stabilization problem for a wide class of systems including those having triangular

structure.
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APPROXIMATING CONTINUOUS-TIME CONTROL/
UNCERTAIN SYSTEMS BY DISCRETE-TIME ONES

Vladimir Veliov
Academy of Sciences
Bulgaria

The following problem will be discussed. Given a system

x = f(t,x,u) , x£Rn, t(=[to,T] (1)

containing a parameter u G U C R r (interpreted either as a control or as an uncertain
function) how could one replace (approximate) (1) in a relevant way by an JV-stage
discrete-time system

xk+i = fk(xk,vk), vkevenm, * = O , . . . , J V - I . (2)

Different aspects of this question arise in several areas: estimation (resp., enclosure) of
the solutions of uncertain differential equations, approximate solving of optimal con-
trol problems, discretizations of Hamilton-Jacobi equations related to optimal control
problems, etc.

We follow the natural approach, which is to obtain (2) as a result of application to
(1) (which represents, essentially, a differential inclusion) of appropriate modifications
of known discretization methods for differential equations. The issue is split into two
parts: first we analyse how to design system (2) in a way that the bundle of the discrete
trajectories approximates (as accurately as possible, when N is large) the bundle of those
trajectories of (1) that possess appropriate regularity (smoothness) property. Then we
investigate the problem of how well the bundle of this "regular" trajectories of (1)
approximates the bundle of all trajectories.

Finaly, we sketch some consequences of the obtained results in the areas mentioned

above.
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SINGULAR PERTURBATIONS, CONTROL
AND CHATTERING LIMITS

Alexander Vigodner
The Weizmann Institute of Science
Rehovot, Israel

We consider a singularly perturbed control system

/•I
minimize/ Q(y(t),u(t),t)dt;

JO {t-'e)

subject to ey = f(u(t),y(t)), y(0) = y°

where y(t) (E R.n; £ is a small positive parameter; u(t) & U is a control.

The terminology singular perturbations explains as follows: historically the differential
equation above was interpreted as an ^-perturbation of the algebraic equation 0 =
f(u(t),y(t)). So for e > 0 the type of the problem is different - the differential equation
replaces the algebraic one. But this interpretation is valid if the solutions of the e-
problem converge as e —» 0 to the solution of the algebraic equation above.

We consider a more general situation when the strong limit of these solutions may not
exists while the usual limit of the cost does exists. For instance the solution y£(t) may
oscillate more and more rapidly as e —* 0.

So the problems of interest to us are:

- to study the limiting behavior of the trajectories of this control system and the cost
as s tends to zero;

- to construct "good", robust limiting model for this type of systems which could ap-
proximate the behavior of the original £-system in some sense.

We show that in some sense the most general situation is when ye(t) converges in the so-
called chattering topology to the limit chattering function (J,o(t). By chattering functions
we mean the functions which for every t take value in the spa :e of probability measures
on Rn. The usual function y{t) can be interpreted as the chattering function which
assigns to each t the probability measure supported at the point {y(t)}. So the solution
y£(t) of the e-problem can be considered as the chattering function fi£{t) depending on
the parameter e.

We formulate the reasonable conditions when this chattering limit exists. The language
of Ergodic Theory and Topological Dynamics is used. It is proved that all possible
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limit chattering functions for almost every t are invariant measures of the associated
dynamical system </>t(r,y). This dynamical system (flow) is the solution of the asso-
ciated differential equation ^ = /(u(i), y(r)); t being the fixed parameter. So if the
2-parametric family of the flows are uniquely ergodic (have only one invariant measure)
then under some additional assumptions the solutions of the original problem converge
as the chattering functions to the limit chattering function fi(t) = fit while e —* 0. This
is a generalization of the Tichonov's theorem about singularly perturbed differential
equations.

These results give the possibility to construct the following limit control problem:

minimize / / Q(j,u(t),t) fj,t(d-y)dt
Jo JT (CO)

subject to m is invariant of (j>t

The various approximation properties of the limit control problem are studied.
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SERVO CONTROL USING ADAPTIVE TACHOMETER GAIN

Eve Vilari
Eshed Robotec Ltd.
Tel Aviv, Israel

In many servo systems, a very wide range of speed is required, and at very low speed
the tachometer feedback is not sensitive enough, resulting in an unsmooth movement.

If the sensitivity of the tachometer is increased, then smoother movement can be ob-
tained at low speed, but high speed control cannot be reached.

We describe here a servo control system consisting of a hardware servo controller com-
bined with a servo control software loop used to improve the performance of the servo
system in both high speed and low speed movements.

This servo control architecture has been successfully implemented in the ESHED ER-14
Scara robot.
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REGULAR LINEAR SYSTEMS WITH FEEDBACK

George Weiss
Ben-Gurion University cf the Negev
Beer-Sheva, Israel

To make our aim easier to understand, we look at a very simple finite dimensional
problem. Leg S be a linear and time invariant system described by

(t) = Ax{t) + Bu(t) ,
{1)

where u(-) is the input function, x(t) is the state of E at time t and y(-) is the output
function. A, B, C and D are matrices of appropriate dimensions, which we call the
generating operators of S. Consider the linear feedback

u(t) = Ky{t) + v(t) , (2)

where K is another matrix and v(-) is the new input function. We say that K is an
admissible feedback operator for S if (1) together with (2) defines a new system EA ,
i.e., if these equations can be rewritten (equivalently) in the form (1), but with possibly
different generating operators:

x(t) = AKx(t) + BKv(i) ,
K K

It is an easy exercise to verify that K is admissible if and only if

/ - DK is invertible (3)

(equivalently, / — KD is invertible). If (3) holds, then the generating operators of
are given by

AK = A + BK(I - DK)~lC , BK = ( ) ,
CK = (I- DK^C , DK = (I - DK)~lD .

The original system S is usually referred to as the open loop system, and the new system
S as the closed loop system.

If H and H^ are the transfer functions of S and Y,K respectively, i.e.,

A)-1B + D (5)
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and similarly for £ f t , then H and HK are related by

HK(s) = H{s){I - KHis))-1 = (I - H{s)K)-lH(a) . (6)

The aim of this paper is to extend the above elementary results to infinite dimensional

linear systems. The class of systems which we have in mind are the regular linear

systems. These are representable by equations of the fo-.m (1), but now A, B and C are

possibly unbounded operators (and D is bounded). The operator A is the generator of

a strongly continuous semigroup on the state space X (a Hilbert space). C is defined on

the domain of .4 and the range of B is in the dual of the domain of A*. The formulas

(1) and (5) become valid A we replace C by a certain extension of it, denoted CL-

The condition for the aamissibility of K becomes more complicated: H{s)K should

have a uniformly bounded inverse for all s in some right half-plane of C. However, if

A" is admissible and (3) holds then the other formulas in this section turn out to be

valid, sometimes with slight adjustments made necessary by the unboundedness of the

operators involved. For example, the closed loop generator is

AKx = (A + BK(I - DK)-xCL)x

defined for all x in the domain

D(AK) = {x e D{CL) | (A + BK{I - DK)~lCL)x € X} .

The proofs are of a very different nature than in finite dimensions.

Among the applications of these results are state space formulas for coprime factoriza-

tions of infinite dimensional systems, leading to controller parametrization. Another,

rather different area which could benefit from these results is the theory of unbounded

perturbations of semigroup generators. A third area is criteria for the admissibility of

unbounded control and observation operators. The results announced here are being

used in the investigation of robustness to small delays and the relationship between

internal and input/output stability.
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ROBUST CONTROL OF MIMO PLANTS:
NON-DIAGONAL QFT DESIGN

Oded Yaniv and Dany Michaelis
Tel-Aviv University
Tel-Aviv, Israel

A linear time invariant, multi-input multi-output plant P is considered, known to belong
to a set P. The plant is embedded in a feedback structure in order to achieve closed
loop robust stability and robust performance specifications. A typical MIMO QFT
procedure includes first the design of a pre-controller, W(s), to achieve certain criteria,
followed by the well known sequential design of a diagonal QFT controller, G(s). For
the design of the pre-controller, we present a new design approach that emphasizes the
bandwidth of the controller G(s). The algorithm is based on a linear search for W(s)
such that the off-diagonal terms of P(s)W(s) are minimized subjected to the constraint
that W(s) is minimum phase.
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INFINITE HORIZON VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS
WITH NONCONVEX COST FUNCTION

A.J. Zaslavski
Technion - Israel Institute of Technology
Haifa, Israel

Consider a compact metric space K which is the state space, and let

v : K x A' —> R} be a continuous function on K x A', which we call the value function. A

program is a sequence {xk}(jcLo in K a n d we study the limit behaviour of the expressions

J2^~o v(xk xk+l) a s N -» oo-

For v 6 C(K x K), the space of all possible value functions, we denote

fi(v) = inf < liminf N l V ] v(a;fc,XA:+l) : {zjjj&o i s a P r o g r a m }" •
I ^ ^ ^=0 J

A program {xii}'kLo is called (v)-weakly optimal if for every program {yk}<kLn which

satisfies yo = ^0 the relation

N-l

holds. A program {^fc)£o ^s ca^ec^ (v)-good program if the sequence

I A;=0 JV=1

is bounded.

Theorem. There exists a set F C C(/IL' X A') which is a countable intersection of open

and everywhere dense sets in C(K X K) such that for ezery v E F the following holds:

(a) All the (v)-good programs have the same set of limit points.

(b) For every x € K there exists a (v)-weakly optimal program {^fc}^-o sa^sfyin9

XQ = X.

(c) v is a continuity point of the mapping u —> (/^(u),7ru) 6 R xC(K) which is defined

on C(K x K) by
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N-l

iru(x) = inf{liminf N'1 ] T [u(xk,xk+1) - fi(u)] :{xk}k%0 C K , x0 = x}

(x E K) .

We also establish a continuous analog of this theorem for the infinite horizon variational
problem

rT
minimize / f(x(t),x'(t),x"(t))dt for T -» oo

Jo
where / belongs to some space of integrands.
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A MULTIPLE ACCELEROMETER RATE SENSOR CONCEPT

Paul Zemany Michael Wetzler
Lockheed Sanders, Inc. and TAAS - Israel Industries Ltd.
Nashua, New Hampshire Ramat Hasharon, Israel
U.S.A.

An accelerometer based sensor for guided projectile application is presented. The unit
refered to as MARS — Multiple Accelerometer Rate Sensor [1], measures roll, pitch and
yaw rate and lateral accelerations of a spinning body. The present work describes test
results for the MARS device and demonstrates a signal processing scheme which converts
MARS signals into useful projectile state variable estimates. Extensive simulation has
demonstrated a signal process technique which estimates the roll attitude in spite of
the fact that the projectile is in free fall by sensing the gravity induced pitch rate [2].
Furthermore the roll attitude can be estimated even if the projectile is precessing and
nutating. This is accomplished by using a hybrid signal processing technique consisting
of a Kalman filter and a Frequency/Phase estimator. To validate the approach, a MARS
was built and tested on a 3-axis Flight Table. Sensitivity tests demonstrated that pitch
and yaw rates of 0.2 [deg/sec] can be measured in the presence of measurement noise.
The hybrid signal processing technique was tested by driving the flight table with a slow
pitching motion and a superimposed precession (pitch and yaw). The test demonstrated
that the roll attitude (i.e. gravity reference) can be estimated to ±5 [deg].
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